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Don 't blame Big 
Tobacco-and no 
'butts' about it. 
i ~reuaenoera/l:nromcle 
Vice President of Student Affairs Mark Kelly addresses students and faculty at the student convocation held 
Congress Plaza and Hotel, located at 520 S. Michigan Ave. 
0 Near-capacity The convocation featured speeches 
crowd turns up for by members of the college faculty 
and administration. The presidents of 
speakers, music the Student Government Association 
By Fernando Dlaz 
Staff Writer 
Speakers at Columbia's Fourth 
Annual Student Convocation stressed 
that new students make the most of 
their time in college by getting 
involved and using the college's 
resources to the fullest. 
Students packed the second floor of 
the Congress Plaza Hotel to capacity 
at lunchtime on Oct. I I . The event, by 
some accounts the most heavily 
attended in its short history, had much 
more to offer than the freebies. 
Students who showed up early 
milled about the many booths spon-
sored by student organizations and 
college services and departments. 
By 12: 15 p.m., students were lined 
up out the door, waiting to file into the 
Great Hall where the bulk of the 
event would take place. Inside, empty 
seats were scarce, leaving some stu-
dents standing during the speeches or 
moving into the balcony to find a 
seat. 
"Today is a day to celebrate 
Columbia talent," said Mark Kelly, 
vice president of Student Affairs, who 
emceed the assembly. The convoca-
tion originated as an event to foster a 
community environment in a com-
muter school and to showcase home-
grown talent. 
This year's assembly included a 
performance by Columbia President 
Warrick L. Carter on drums. 
Carter accompanied the Columbia 
College Jazz Ensemble through a ren-
dition of Thelonious Monk's 
'Thelonious." After the performance. 
he joked that he thought it would be a 
"head gig, not a reading gig,'' because 
the band was playing a set arrange-
ment rather than improvising. 
and Student Organizations Council 
also spoke. 
SGA President Klaas Van Der Wey 
and SOC President Crystal Profit 
addressed the audience and intro-
duced a student-produced work 
"Eleven," which was screened to 
impart II crucial points of advice to 
new college students. 
Procrastination topped the list of 
advice. "Procrastination is an evil, 
evil thing," said one student in that 
portion of the segment. At the bottom 
of the list was a plea, " Be patient and 
persistent with the administrative 
offices." The piece, produced by the 
Television Department, was well 
received and added a touch of humor 
that the audience applauded. 
Lisa Gottlieb, a Columbia graduate 
and recent addition to the Film school 
faculty-as well as an award-winning 
filmmaker--{;ut the assembly a slice 
of real life in her keynote address. 
She shared her experiences and 
insights about the film industry, dis-
cussing what an artist does and does 
not need. She also explained why she 
left Los Angeles, saying she was 
effectively "trading an ocean for a 
lake." 
Gottlieb admitted that she would 
miss some things about her life on the 
West Coast, but not its corporate 
lifestyle. "No one needs to travel to 
California [to make fi lms], you can 
[be successful] here," she said. 
Following the speeches, the 
Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 
ripped out an electrified version of the 
Brian Setzer Orchestra's arrangement 
of Duke Ellington's "Caravan" as stu-
dents headed toward the expo. 
Across from the expo in the Gold 
Room, the hot free food was quickly 
devoured-leaving cookies, cheese 
and vegetables and dip for stragglers. 
Students wandered from booth to 
booth in the main room, where they 
were able to pick up trinkets, mingle 
with other students and snack on 
candy. 
The music of Paven Everett and 
Seance Divine! picked up as students 
hit the dance floor in the Gold Room. 
After the group's performance, a 
staged combat took place to the 
Mortal Combat soundtrack. Teaching 
assistants in David Woolley's Stage 
Combat classes acted out elaborate 
choreography with sharp weapons, 
and included a simulated death 
sequence. 
"It's a hell of a party, there's good 
food," said Sean Milnamow, 20, a 
film directing major and new transfer 
student. "With all these clubs around, 
it's very useful," said Kathy Gresey, 
20, a journalism major and recent 
transfer. 
Some of the many student organi-
zations present were the International 
Student Organization, the nascent 
Columbia chapter of Amnesty 
International and Columbia Urban 
Music Organization, which helps stu-
dents wanting to get into the music 
business. 
Andre Azoubel and Miguel Silveira, 
new transfer students from Brazil. 
said they were hoping to stan some-
thing at Columbia without a booth. 
Although Renee Hansen, president 
of the Columbia College Faculty 
Organization, mentioned during her 
"Words of Inspiration" speech that 
the college was OK without a footba ll 
team, Azoubel and Silveira said they 
want to start the first soccer team. 
Mark Kelly mentioned the estab-
lished Frisbee "tradition" at the col-
lege to reassure new students that 
there were some-albeit limited-
athletic opportunities already avail-
able. 
"[This year's Convocation! is sim-
ply bigger and better, as it should be" 
Kelly said. 





of sex crimes 
0 Part 1 of the Chronicle's 
Campus Safety Series looks into 
recent sexual assaults in the area 
By Angela Caputo 
Assistant Editor 
A string of sex crimes, including two criminal sexual 
assaults and five documented indecent exposure incidents 
in the South Loop, have prompted Columbia to step up 
security measures. 
Thursday, Oct. 3, a Loop employee returning to work 
from lunch was attacked while taking a short cut through 
the alley behind 224 S. Wabash Ave. 
The unknown perpetrator, who has been described as a 
25- to 35-year-old African-American male with a medi-
um complexion with a missing front tooth has not yet 
been caught. 
The same man is suspected of sexually assaulting a 
Roosevelt University student Thursday, Sept. 19 -\n a 
parking garage stairwell at 15 S. Michigan Ave. Both 
attacks occurred at approximately 4 p.m. 
'The way the crimes were committed, compatible 
descriptions of the attacker and the time of day both 
crimes occurred lead us to believe the perpetrator is the 
same in both cases," said Chicago Police Department 
News Affairs Officer Patrice Harper. 
Until the second assault became public, Columbia's 
campus safety office was not notified of the ftrst attack. 
'The ball was dropped after the ftrst assault because the 
detective division called to the crime scene didn' t com-
municate the crime to First District community relations 
police officers who we get our information from," said 
Martha Meegan, Columbia's director of campus safety. 
In response to the attacks, campus security efforts have 
been increased. Perpetrator profile fliers have been post-
ed throughout the campus to help students identify the 
attacker. 
Columbia is also hosting additional public-safety 
seminars for students. Safety-awareness seminars are 
designed to help students avoid victimization while 
navigating their way through the city. Free self-defense 
classes that teach martial arts to students are also avai l-
able through Roosevelt University. 
"This individual is not targeting students, this indi-
vidual is targeting opportunity," Meegan said. "The 
best way to avoid being attacked is to be prepared." 
Additionally, police escorts are available to students 
through the Chicago Police Department's First Dis trict. 
According to Meegan, an unrelated string of indecent 
exposure sex crimes have also occurred on campus. All 
five incidents occurred in the 623 S. Wabash Ave. 
building between 12:30 and 2 p.m. on the 4th and 7th 
floors. 
The perpetrator's pattern is to strike nearly once a 
month at a time when the building is crowded. Since 
school started. he has struck only once. Sept. 25. 
"I would think he is due to come back. He's ready for 
a fix,'' said Derrick Nelson, Columbia's director of 
security. 
The offender has been described as a professionally 
dressed. 30-to-35-year-old. 5-foot-6-inch, 140-pound. 
African-American male who wears glasses. However. 
many of the victims have been unable to clearly identify 
him, according to Nelson. 
None of the victims have filed a police report. 
See Campus safety, page 8 
News and Notes 
Film programs visit campus 
Want to work and study at the Cannes 
International F1lm Fest1val or learn the Hollywood 
terra1n one-on-one? Be part of the American 
Pavilion/Kodak Student Filmmaker Program or the 
Amencan Pavilion 's L.A. lntens1ve Program. For 
more information attend the meeting on Tuesday, 
Oct. 15 at 12:30 p.m. in the 1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
building, Room 302. Representatives from the 
American Pavilion will discuss their student pro-
grams and answer questions. The event is spon-
sored by the Career Center for Arts and Media 
and the Film and Video department. 
Both offices are also sponsoring a presentation 
on the Assistant Director's Training Program from 
John Slosser of the Director's Guild of America on 
Tuesday, Oct. 15 in the 1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
building, Room 302. from 4:30-5:45 p.m. and 
Wednesday, Oct. 16 in the 1415 S. Wabash Ave. 
building. Room 114, from noon-1 :15 p.m. The 
training program is currently accepting applica-
tions for the 2003 program. Events are free and 
open to all students. 
Hokin Honors Exhibition 
f~atures artwork & photos 
The Hokin Center's " 10th Annual Hokin Honors 
Exhibition" is an invitational exhibit that features 
Fine Arts and Photography majors of outstanding 
artistic achievement nominated by Columbia fac-
ulty. 
Artwork must be new and not previously exhibit-
ed at Columbia. Local arts professionals will judge 
the work and will choose first . second. and third 
place awards. as well as two honorable mentions. 
The exhibit runs through Oct. 2. For more infor-
mation. call (312) 344-7696. 
Wednesday film series to 
feature experimental films 
The Film and Video Department's Wednesday 
Screening Series will feature this week the Lucky 
Bum Film Tour with Portland-based filmmakers 
Vanessa Renwick (alumna) and Bill Daniel. 
Vanessa Renwick presents Go. Baby, Go! a "pow-
derkeg· of short experimental and documentary 
movies. 
Also to be screened is Rodeos, Naked Bicycling, 
InspiratiOnal Obsessivists, Creepy Peeping and 
Panting Poochies! in addition to Bill Daniel's hobo 
campfire and v1deo insta llation on the secret world 
of hobo graffiti: The Girl on the Train in the Moon. 
The screening will be on Oct. 16 at 6 p.m .. in the 
1104 S. Wabash Ave. building , Screen ing Room 
302. For more information, call (312) 344-6708. 
The event IS free and open to the public. 
Art installation examines 
schizophrenia and street life 
Columbia will showcase "The Chronicle of a 
Sch1zophremc and H1s Reluctant Helpers· at the 
Glass Curtain Gallery in the 1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
bu1ld1ng Wnter Peter von Ziegesar and photogra-
pher James Syme. both Columbia alumni. created 
th1s proJect. wh1ch documents the life of Ziegesar 's 
younger stepbrother. who is liv1ng on the streets 
wrth sch1zophren1a 
On F nday, Nov 1. the art1sts w1ll be present for 
the opemng reception from 5-8 p m The exh1b1t 
and receptiOn are free and open to the public 
Gallery hours are Mondays and Thursdays. 10 
am -7 p m . and Tuesdays, Wednesdays and 
Fridays from 10 am -5 p m The exh1b1t IS open 
Saturdays by appointment only The exh1b1t runs 
from Oct 25-Nov 22 For more 1nformat1on call 
(31 2) 344-6650 
Library presents book forum 
A hoo~ di~CU<;<;Ion forum for the One Book . 
r;ne Ch1c;~gr; fall selection. My Anlon/IJ-open to 
stu'Jents faculty ~nd staff- w1ll take place on 
Oct 16 at 4 30 p m 1n the Columbia library. 6;14 
& Mrch1gan I V<J We1sman Readrng Room. soc 
ond no0r 
If yc,u h<.~ve un upt.omrng event ur 
annount.cmcnt, plca'IC ~:all the ( hronrdc , 
new~ dc-;k at (312) 344·72~~-
PUS NEWS 
1 Around Campus 
Dwayne M. ThomasiCivonicl 
Columbia students share a dance Oct. 10 in the Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash Ave., during the Jam of the Year. The 
Jam was sponsored by the Student Programming Board. 
First student event in Carter house 
0 5GA, SOC honored at informal 
reception in presidential mansion 
By Georgia Evdoxladls 
Co-Editor-in-Chief 
Columbia President Warrick L. Carter invited student 
leaders and faculty advisers to an informal reception at 
the college mansion Wednesday, Oct. 9, from II :30 a.m. 
to about I :30 p.m. The president's om ce, along with the 
omce of student leadership. directed by Dominic 
Cottone, organized the sandwiches-and-soda lunch to 
honor the contributions of student leaders to the college. 
The mansion. located at 1258 N. LaSalle St., was pur-
chased by Col umbia for use as both a public fac ility and 
a private residence for Carter. Recent estimates by the 
president 's omcc of the cost of the house and its reno-
vations put the total at just over S3.7 million. This recep-
tion marks the first event in the home to which students 
have been invi ted. 
Cottone said about 50 students were invited to the 
reception, about 45 of whom attended. Laurel Carter, 
President Carter's wife, was also at the gathering. 
Several top omcials in the president's omce and the 
omce of student affairs attended, as did the leaders of 
several campus organizations. including Columbia 
Pride, the International Student Organization, Fusion 
and RAW multimedia, among others. 
Speakers at the event included Provost Steve Kapelke, 
Vice President of Student Affairs Mark Kelly. Acting 
Dean of Students Sharon Wilson-Tay lor, Carter. 
Cottone. Student Government Association President 
Klaas Van Ocr Wcy and Student Organi.mtions 
Committee President Crystal l' rofit. 
A short lunch, catered by Taste America, the only 
catering company Laurel Carter allows for events held 
in the home, began at noon and continued for almost an 
hour. Afterwards Kelly called the guests into the front 
room of the home to listen to the day's speakers. 
Carter opened the event with a short speech about the 
value of participation in extra curricular activities. He 
reiterated a previously art iculated desire to make 
Columbia the pre-eminent "student-focused arts and 
media school in the world by the year 2010." Carter is 
beginning his third year as Columbia's president. 
" I guess time flies when you're having fun," Cartet 
said. 
Kelly spoke about his goal for Columbia to become a 
"student-oriented college." He also thanked the former 
director of student leadership, Dana Ingrassia, for get-
ting the preparations started for the reception, which was 
originally scheduled to take place in May of 2002. 
Ingrassia left at the end of the 2001-2002 school year. 
Kelly, who had been acting vice president of student 
affairs for two years. was promoted Monday, Oct. 7, to 
the position of permanent vice president. 
" Anyt ime someone gets a promotion," Kelly said, "it's 
an odd th ing if they're not happy. I love Columbia and I 
love the students. I'm going to die here with my boots 
on." 
Van Der Wey, who spoke jointly with Profit. appealed 
to the student leaders to recruit senators for the SGA. 
The student government remains paralyzed to formally 
act until nine additional positions are filled in the sen-
ate. 
Many of the attendees expressed gratitude to the 
Carters for i nviting them to the reception, but some had 
criticism about the house. 
" It's impressive. I just wish it were closer to campus 
and that students had access to it," said At-Large 
Senator Bill Leubsher, " I mean, I have access to it, but 
that 's just because I'm in SGA." 
''I'm warming up to it," said RAW founder Keanya 
Toran. " It's all new to me." 
CAT offers prizes to involved students 
0 Program offers 
chance of winning up to 
$500 In books 
By Ana Hrlstova 
Starr wrrter 
Trac~ Program. !'he pn•gr.un in 
which o;tudcnts nrc issued n ~nrll ll' 
tr:u.:k the S(..' h,~ll ·spon..;urcd C:\ cnls 
they ntteml "ill !!" e t<•ur Jl.lrti.:i-
p.ll ing ' ""Ients the "Pill>rtunll) h> 
wm UJl to S50() 111 h<lll~S .11 the t•nd 
of cuch '\Cf11C:'\I l'r 
Social cti\•i ties and 
I endcrship/Ctlr~~r De elopment. 
rhc cnrd nlso hus thrt.'<' l'n:t· spots fur 
eH·nts in duplicute c llc~tllrics or for 
1111) otht'r C.•\l~dcsigrmt<-d t'\~nts or 
n~.h ising ~l~$,si,,ns. 
In t>n.kr h> he elij,!il>k ll•r n pri~, 
.r student must nttcnd t'ij,!ht c\~nts 
tntnl nt len~t ''"<' in e~ch cnt~ 
I'' ,tnd lui\ <' his or her card 
,i.unpt•d \\lth .1 l' .\ 1' <tkl..er 011tt 
l11 an cll'urt lo crlcourut(c \ ludc111 
,IIICII(I,IIICC Itt OIH,.:Hilljlll \ CVCilh, l hl' 
\tudcnl l'rogr.munllll( llnnrd and I he 
\rudc111 1\ ITa If\ (Hike h.1 vc 
laun<hctl the C'nlu111h1a 1\ci iV II) 
( "t•lumhm 'itudc:rus c:un 111\rtk lpHh.· 
hy pic~ 1n!! up " C i\ r cnn nl nne ,,r 
the Student i\dl\ IIIC"i ,,llkc:..; \lr nt 
ll!l• event' lhl'lll'cl\es I'll<' l'nfll I< 
ur~.1 1111cd lllh' ti' c c: nt c~mric..; 
\Vurk"h'' P l'anc l 1),,.._.\l,~hHl, 
l'l•rll olllllll!! 1\ rt-. ( 'ultlll,tl '\~II\ IIIC'. See CAT cant, page 6 
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Panel continues debate on 
'Barbershop' controversy 
0 Discussion explores issues 
raised by remarks made by Cedric 
the Entertainer's character in movie 
By Angela Caputo 
Assistant Editor 
On Oct. 8, more than 75 people gathered at the 
Burnham Plaza Theater to engage in a screening and 
discussion of the film Barbershop. 
Released a month ago, Barbershop is a comedy 
that. gives viewers a glimpse into the day-to-day hap-
penmgs of a barbershop on the South Side of 
Chicago, where the film was shot. The film's pro-
ducers, George Tillman Jr. and Robert Teitel, are 
graduates of Columbia's film program. 
Controversy arose last month over defamatory 
remarks made in the film, about civi l rights figures. 
Barbershop is the first African-American film to 
criticize icons from the Civil Rights Movement. The 
Revs. Jesse Jackson and AI Sharpton requested the 
lines they deemed inappropriate be omitted from the 
film when released in DVD and video form. 
Barbershop producers refused to alter the film. 
"I think there is a big generation gap," said Film 
and Video Department Professor Ron Pitts, "I think 
the older generation is being ov~rsensitive and 
should be. We've been places you've never been and 
never will be." 
A panel of speakers comprised of Dr. Aldon 
Morris, professor of Sociology at Northwestern 
University; Bruce Sheridan, chair of Columbia's 
Filtn and Video Department; Laura Washington, 
columnist for the Chicago Sun-Times and Dr. Cheryl 
Johnson-Odim, dean of Liberal Arts and Sciences at 
Columbia, led the event's discussion. The Office of 
Alumni Relations and the College of Arts and 
Sciences organized the screening. 
Two prominent themes were highlighted in the 
debate: Will Barbershop have the ability to decon-
struct power within the black community and what 
is the importance of the dialogue about it? 
Some critics, like Morris, fe lt the film has the 
potential to be damaging to the psyche of African-
Americans. " I believe that this jest comedy routine is 
na"ive and shortsighted," Morris said "During the Jim 
Crow period, black people exacerbated their own 
oppression and negative stereotypes in art reinforced 
their oppression." 
"If we were taught inclusive history, the film 
wouldn't be powerful enough to deconstruct black 
history," said Johnson-Odim. 
"It's the ripple effect that concerns me," said actor 
Saralynne Crittenden, who played Big Mamma in 
the film "What if a white artist comes out _and says 
something, what are you going to do then?" 
"There seems to be a fear in the black community 
that if we discuss our flaws we wi ll arm the enemy. 
So traditionally, politicals and so-called leaders try 
to keep things secret. It's the 'dirty laundry syn-
drome,"' Washington said. 
The panelists and audience embraced the idea that 
without a discussion, there can't be progress. 
"The movie is flawed and I don't agree with every-
thing in it but I'm happy it brought so many people 
together to talk," Washington said. 
"I think Barb-ershop II will be different. I don't 
think those types of comments would be in it," 
Crittenden said. 
A Barbershop sequel is currently in the planning 
stages. 
· Dwayne M. Thomas/Chronicle 
Columbia Film and Video Department Chair Bruce Sheridan and Chicago Sun-Times columnist Laura 
Washington field questions during a panel discussion on the controversey s urrounding the movie. 
Council challenges U.S. stand on Iraq 
0 Teachers discuss 
ways to get college 
community involved in 
foreign affairs 
By Renee Edlund 
Staff Writer 
On Friday, Oct. II , Columbia's 
College Counci l voted to send a 
message to Washington D.C. 
when the organization passed a 
resolution protesting the escalat-
ing actions against Iraq. 
" Iraq is a country, Iraq is not 
Saddam Hussein," said Liberal 
Education Department faculty 
member Louis Silverstein, who 
drafted the resolution. "(Iraq is 
made up of] fathers, mothers, 
sons, daughters and teachers." 
Most of the counci l members 
agreed with Silverste in's stance 
and debated the best ways for 
the college community to 
become involved in the issue. 
Some said students should be 
more active in general. 
"Students are not motivated or 
informed,'' said Jay Wolke of the 
Art and Design Department. 
Wolke said he noticed more 
Columbia College faculty than 
students at a recent anti-war 
rally. 
"Where's their rally?" Wolke 
asked. "Why aren't there a thou-
sand kids having their own?" 
"[Students] don't know what to 
do--they need a program and 
planned agenda," said Barbara 
Iverson of the Journalism 
Department. "As educators, we 
need to supply lists of represen-
tatives of who are for and 
against issues and distribute 
those to the dorms." 
In other counci l business, 
members were given both good 
_and bad news about the college's 
growing enro llment. 
Earlier this month, the college 
reported that the enrollment had 
grown 4 percent to more than 
9,800 students. 
Mark Kelly, vice president of 
Student Affairs, reported that 
there was a 14-percent increase 
in incoming freshmen this year. 
"We are doing a far better job 
at welcoming students," Kelly 
said. 
The growth, however, has pre-
sented "a challenge" as far as 
space, according to Executive 
Vice President Bert Gall. "Some 
departments are maxed out as far 
as space," Gall said. 
Gall suggested that the college 
may begin renting space and that 
"noninstructional programs may 
be moved off campus." He also 
emphasized that Columbia 
would be a "different" institu-
tion once the new housing for 
I ,400 students is complete in the 
fall of2004. 
Campus News 3 
Adam Palinski peeked his head around the corner of 
the walkway, smiled, and then sauntered into Room 
4004 of the DuPage County Courthouse to meet his 
lawyer. It was 9 a.m. on Monday, Oct. 7, and I had come 
to see one of Columbia's more infamous former students 
appear for a status report on his trial. 
Palinski was arrested at a Metra train station on March 
21 on his way to class at Columbia, where he was a film 
major. Now he sits in the DuPage County Jail, awaiting 
trial on two counts of felony arson and one count of 
solicitation of murder for hire. 
Police say he set fire to a church and a residence on 
March 18 in Wheaton, where he lives, and then attempt-
ed to pay an undercover police officer to kill one of the 
witnesses in the case. DuPage police charged him in 
connection with solicitation of murder on Aug. 16. 
Palinski has pleaded not gui lty on all counts. 
The status report was supposed to be a run-of-the-mill 
affair. Palinski would mere ly appear before the court, 
and he and his lawyer would comment on the status of 
the case. 
I got there at 8:30 a.m., when one of the first defen-
dants was brought into the room. The sheriff, a petite 
woman with highlighted hair and no gun, mere ly swept 
her hand forward to show the prisoner where to walk. 
In addition to Judge Perry R. Thompson and the sher-
iff, the court employed both a court reporter and a clerk. 
Thompson was thin and had salt-and-pepper hair. He 
looked to me like a man who might hunt on weekends. 
The clerk was a young man, with blond hair gelled 
stiff. He wore a suit and tie, and sat at a bench-style desk 
with papers piled and organized all around him. 
The white-haired reporter, a woman, looked straight 
ahead all morning, only occasionally turning to acknowl-
edge instructions from the judge to put statements "on" 
and "off the record." I couldn't see any recording device 
or typing instrument. Maybe she's memorizing it all, I 
thought. 
The counroom was cold and the atmosphere hectic. 
Lawyers would walk in and out, new ones every two 
minutes, and a new pi le of papers would be thrown 
down on each desk. One lawyer would be off to the side 
of the room studying pictures; another would be looking 
into the hallway for a late client. At any given time, six 
lawyers, all working different cases, might be in the 
same room. · 
The first prisoner (all of the defendants scheduled for 
the day were men) was a black man in his late 20s with a 
goatee and a beer belly. His wife or girlfriend- ! could-
n't tell which- waited near the back of the room with 
her coat on. When he saw her, he smiled and waved. She 
waved back and giggled quietly. More forms were 
passed around. The judge gave an orange one to the 
defendant. 
"I'll see you Oct. 21 ," the judge said to the man. 
"Yes sir." 
Every defendant addressed the judge as "sir" or 
"judge." The lawyers laughed heartily- and for a little 
too long- at all of his jokes. I wondered then what I 
often wonder about police officers--do they know that 
people are afraid of them? Do they like that feeling? 
An older man, stout with gray hair and a blue plaid 
shirt, sat down next to me. It seemed that he was waiting 
for Palinski. I glanced at the man out of the corner of my 
eye: 
Palinski 's dad? I didn't think so. Was he a member of 
the congregation at the church that was completely 
destroyed? Maybe. 
He was in his mid to late 50s, and looked supremely 
tired and sad. He waited with hands folded between his 
knees, his head down. 
The sheriff walked to one of the clerks. She whispered 
something to him and then moved back to her desk. 
"Palenski," she called, mispronouncing his name. He 
stepped out of the corridor and, after a quick peek, 
walked to the front of the courtroom. The sheriff was 
pulling out some forms from a pile on her desk. 
His skin was pale and his eyes were half-closed. 
Around his wrists were black handcuffs, and he was 
wearing an orange DuPage Jail jumper. But Palinski did-
n't seem to get the severity of the charges. As he walked 
in, he was smiling. 
He looked around the room, and stepped up to the 
bench in front of the judge and waited. His lawyer, red-
faced and white-haired, stood to his left. The prosecutor 
stood to the left of Palinski 's lawyer. 
The judge set a date for the next status report, and 
handed a few more papers to the clerk. Palinski walked 
out of the courtroom, back to jail, the faint smi le still on 
his face. The waiting man got up and left. So did I. 
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Planned Parenthood's Loop Area Health Center 
offers tons of services to help keep you healthy. 
• contraception methods and counseling 
• emergency contraception (EC) 
• sexually transmitted infection testing and treatment 
• routine gynecological services including: 
-pelvic exams -pap smears -problem care 
• HIV counseling and testing 
• pregnancy testing 
• information about prenatal care, adoption, and abortion 
-and we're right around the corner! 
So call today, and make time in your 
back-to-school schedule for your health. 
Planned Parenthood Chicago Area 
Loop Area Health Center 
18 S. Michigan Avenue- 6th Floor 
312-592-6700 
rF.il Planned Parenthoode 
l1E:.I chicago area 
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Harrison Street closure 
more than nuisance; area 
safety on students' minds 
0 Part 2 in Campus 
Safety Series-New concerns 
about walking at night 
By Renee Edlund 
Staff Writer 
Concern for s tudent safe ty ts g rowing in 
hght of recent cnme reports in the South 
Loop- and the detours created as a result 
of local constmcllon projects only add to 
s tudents · fears. 
Accordmg to the C hicago Police 
Department. in the 13 days from Sept. 17 to 
Sept. 30. there were a total of 38 reported 
crimes 111 the area a round the State 
~treet/Harnson Street intersection alone. 
These crimes mcluded five accounts of bat-
tery. three of assault and one each o f rob-
bery and cnmmal sexual assault. P roperty 
cnmes were also reported. including II 
mstanccs o f the ft. two of criminal trespass . 
two of motor \'Chicle theft and one of bur-
glary. 
W11h Ham son Street closed until March 
2004 between State Street and Wabash 
Avenue due to constmction of the "super-
dorm ... pedestrian and automotive traffic 
must detour around the s ite. In particular. 
the s treet closure affects regular users of 
the Harrison Red Line stop, who must wa lk 
around the entire block to reach the 
entrance of the tram. 
.. ot only is it a pain to wa lk around the 
entire block to get the train. now I'm even 
constdering never taking a night class ," 
said Tara Nebe, a senior marketing major. 
Becky Burlette, a senior broadcast jour-
nalism major. said the crimes have height-
ened her awareness . "( used to live in the 
dorms las t year, and was afraid to walk past 
the miss ion house on Harrison at night,'' 
Burlette said. " But now I' m s till cautious to 
even wa lk during the da y." 
In addit ion to the possible dangers of the 
Harrison c losure . Chtcago police released a 
s ketch of a man who they said sexua lly 
assaulted a young woman in the Loop and 
attacked a female college student in the 
same area three weeks ago. Univers ities in 
the surrounding area have taken these acts 
mto consideration by increas ing security. 
Roosevelt Univers ity has hired four off-
duty police officers to escort students to 
and fro m thei r cars, cabs, buses or trains 
from 4 to I 0 p .m . DePaul Universi ty has 
posted fliers around campus. 
Martha Meegan. director of campus safe-
ty at Columbia, explained that they are al so 
mak ing an e ffort to protect stude nts . " We 
posted notices on every s ing le floor," 
Meegan said. "I have contacted CC.TV, to 
air the descript ion of the suspect to d isplay 
on the telev is ions around campus. and we 
already o ffer security escorts at a student's 
request." 
S DI security o fficer Capt. Ro n Dors ie has 
also been posted in a campus security vehi-
cle on the comer of Balbo Drive, to look 
after the s tuden ts passing on Harr ison 
Stree t. 
Furthermore, S gt. John J. Ris ley, the 
commanding officer for the First Police 
District. reassured students that an effort 
has been made to keep Harrison Street safe 
since the closure . "Since the s treet wi ll be 
closed for at least a year, we have reshi fted 
o ur manpower to the area that we want to 
concentra te on," Risley said. He also men-
tioned that his district is still distributing 
lo ts of fliers in the area where the sexual 
assault cases occu rred. 
Stacie Freodenbetg/Chrooide 
The Harrison Street closure causes Columbia students to walk around the cons truction In 
()(der to get to the el's Harrison stop on the Red Line 
CAT Card 
ContJnued from Page 2 
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Artist Sara Miller (Left) and Columbia's Library Director Jo display a bust 
of Chicago Sun-Times columnist lrv Kupcinet. The bust Is part of the college's 
'Art of the Library' s howcase. 
Library art series 
features staff work 
0 Columbia begins 
revolving exhibition of 
community pieces 
By Usa Balde 
Staff Writer 
Perhaps the biggest accomplishment 
of Columbia 's new "Art of the Library" 
exhibit is its declaration that the stereo-
typical view oflibraries today is chang-
ing. 
Stepping out of the elevator on the 
third floor of Columbia 's library, things 
initially look pretty standard. Students 
diligently study amid shelves of books 
and several computer terminals, trying 
hard to upho ld the institution's prede-
termined code of quietness. But, 
beyond this rather mediocre setting, is 
what could pass as the site of an art 
gallery. 
Evenly hung across three of the 
room 's far walls are several colorful 
paintings created by previously 
unlcnown artists, all of whom are on the 
library's staff. Among them. bold 
images of women's bare legs and thighs 
stare out under the horizontal lighting 
structure that houses them. 
Tite showcase Iticks off the ftrs t rota-
tion of the Art of the Library exhibit, 
whtch display work by teachers and 
students in the Columbia community. 
" I've been strugghng conung up wtth 
a untque and relevant program for the 
hbrary," Ltbrary director Jo Cates said. 
"And once I found out that 70-75 per-
cent of our staff ts involved m some sort 
of arttsttc pursuit. I thought they ought 
to be showcased tn some way." 
However. the exhtbtt's efforts don't 
s tmply end w tth a couple o f paintings 
on the walls. As soon as one enters the 
library, encountering a foyer of glass 
cases full of some o f the most striking 
and meticulously detailed black-and-
white pop-up book designs CTCl\ted by 
Larry Oberc, it's obvious that this di.s-
play is going to be unique. 
The ftTSt round of featured art consists 
of Oberc's books, paintings by Tracy 
Leonard and Reggie Kirkwood, draw-
ings by Ivan Brunetti and a sculptured 
bust by Sara Miller. 
Once the idea was conceived for 
using the lib rary as an actual place for 
displaying and viewing. pieces of art, 
Cates appointed a committee to put it 
all into action. Curator Thomas 
Stubblefield headed 
the team of library staffers--composed 
of Tarshel Beards, Roland Hansen. 
Zera Holladay and Larry Oberc- who, 
collectively, began to piece together the 
plans for the college's newest exhibi-
tion space. 
Since then, the project has taken off in 
so many more directions than original-
ly expected 
For one, Stubblefteld has been work-
ing with the Musewn of Contemporary 
Photography to display a variety of dif-
ferent photography pieces throughout 
the library. 
"There are a tot of stale photographs 
that have been on the walls here for 
years," Stubblefield sa1d. " It is Our 
hope to lJllde some of them for new 
pieces in order to rotate a new body of 
work." 
Also. although the ftTSt rotation in this 
year's series of artists is made up of 
staff members. the conunittee's goal is 
to eventually include Colwnbia 's stu-
dents. 
See Llbrlry, page 8 
completed. the card •hould be taken back to the Office of 
S tudent Acttvttte~ to be entered tnto the drawmgs. 
whtch wtll be he ld at the end of each semester. 
because it seemed hkc a good idea." Btllups satd. 
In a le tter sent in July. S PB tnforrned the co llege 
communtty of the in ittative and encouraged them to 
identify their events as C AT events. Each student who 
attended orientation and regts trat ton recctved n cord. A 
he lp desk. sponsored by the Student Affntrs O llicc du r-
ing the ftnt week o f school. provtded curds along wtth 
other mformatwnal rnatc na ls . 
Alo ng with the o ther inducements. the CAT Card 
Progrnm ts respons tble for the much h igher involve-
ment o n campus. 
lndtvtdual student• are permitted to turn in more than 
one card. The mo re ca rd• a s tudent turns tn. the better 
hts o r her chances to w tn o ne of the awards- and every 
parttclpant w1th a full card wtll rccetve a small pr ize 
that the S PB wanh to keep a secret. 
" We don ' t want to mterrupt the a I ready heavy s tudent 
ochedule. but we want to make sure that students do 
understand that there 1s a •enJC o f co mmuntty here," 
• atd She tla \a rte r. dtr ec tor o f s tudent acttvtttes ' 'There 
are events (and J the re are many ways (or them to be 
mvolved . CAT serve• as not on ly a way to tnform them 
17ut tl g~ves them a ltttle somethinl! back if they go to 
event\ .. 
A ruult ,,r bratn• to rmmg and tnctrch. the C Ai C'ard 
Prosram wu p t t>pn\ed by IJantc lle Olllups , a member 
()ffhe newly founded ~JlJj Accordinll to Btllups. aim• 
1lar program• have been launched with a very pot ltlve 
respr10~ at t>ther • ch(J{l ls " We dewled to give II 11 try 
The Columbtn event ca lendnr be11n n the se~ond week 
of school and. so far, hus been marked wt th AT 
even ts unt tl March . Each deportment orgnntl.tnl! an 
event 11 rcspons tblc fo r cntcl!on'lin~ the spcc tftc event 
and dlstttbuttng the appro/mate CA r s tt~kers 
" I have had o trcntcnt o us respnn•c front the ncu-
dcnu~ departments." stud Eho111c Snundcrs. Stull,•nt 
Affatrs trtformatton coo1dmator fuc litt a ttns the pro-
~rnm " We are a t a pont! where the re nrc stulknts com· 
n111 tnto the ollicc uskntll Tnn I hove A AT cord't '" 
MDrk Kelly. vtce premlcnt o f Stutlcnt All'lltri, u td 
the pTIIJ! IOnt ltns olrcatl y shnwrt so me post tivc result 
'1 he evcul• tnkc n tlillcc su 1\Jr h"vc been well attended 
" I ha ve heard about the prog..-m and think that it is 
a good tdeo. "said Meer ly Jerome. photo/te levision 
major. but added thllt the department should lind a bet• 
ter way to promote the C'AT cards. Jerome, who~ 
to(nptcs mos t of her textbook to sa c money. tlnnh 
tha t the bes t way lor the tnfom,Qttwl to reach s tudents 
IS !O be pos ted tn plmces ' here it would be s.-n. at 
en lcs ~nd res t rooms 
LuSltiiJLI I hll . a JllllrttGlts nt lllQJOr ~ ho Slid sM 
spend $200 to $_100 on hool..s cDch cmt tu . ~tid she 
"llrccs th3l tt w1ll he very hc11dict~l. " I wlUI the 
would do more h i ~ct the " onl out thot thi~ IS boell\ll 
olrcrell w sttu.lcnts,' s ht' $~tll 
" It Is 9 vcr o 111111. PTOII1'11111 and tt t11.ltts a httlt v hilt 
tor w,ml '" ~;et ' '"' · • 'oumkfll llll "Out a til aea-
dcnnc c11nununuv ~"'' ~tu,l<'tll ~l)all'll prt1d the """'1'1.1 
ll> ~tmlcnt~. 11 "th s tall ''' llt\1\\ " 
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Say It Loud! 
_ I'm Black and I'm Proud 
Symposium on Black GLBT Politics In Chicago and Nationally 
October 19,2002 
8:30A.M.- 6:00 P.M. 
Hokin Hall and Annex - 623 South Wabash 
Columbia College Library - 624 South Michigan 
Welcome the Columbia College Chicago's Symposium, "Say It Loud: I'm Black and I'm Proud." This 
symposium celebrates the publication of the groundbreaking report on Black GLBT communities and their 
politics entitled, "Say It Loud, I'm Black and I'm Proud: Black Pride Survey 2000 (BPS)," published by the 
Policy Institute of the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force. 
The symposium consists of three panel discussions: 
-The opening panel will focus on the finding from the report, "Say It Loud, I'm Black 
and I'm Proud." 
Panelists: A lead researcher from the project, a research director from the National Gay 
and Lesbian Task Force, the originator of the project. 
Moderator: Dwight McBride, chair of African American Studies at Northwestern 
University. 
-The second panel will focus on the history of organizing among Black GLBT groups 
and individuals in the Chicago area. 
Panelists: A number of long-time activists in Chicago's Black gay community will share 
their memories and insights. 
Moderator: Dr. Glennon Graham, Director of Freshman Seminar at Columbia College 
Chicago. 
-The third panel will focus on the role of the church in the Black GLBT community. 
Panelists: Four pastors from Chicago-area churches. 
Moderator: Lora Branch from the City of Chicago's Office of Gay and Lesbian Health. 
Sponsors 
Office of Gay, Lesbian, Bi-sexual & Transgenered (GLBT) Student Concerns 
- Division of Student Affairs 
Columbia College Chicago 
Columbia College Chicago 
Academic Advertising 
Center for Teaching Excellence 
Columbia College Library 
Freshman Center 
AND 
City of Chicago 
Department of Public Health 
- Office of LGBT Health 
C 0 L 
Dean's Office of the School of Liberal Arts & Sciences 
Office of the President 
Office of the Provost 
I A 
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DanceAfrica brings beats and rhythm 
to Chicago audiences for another year 
0 Religion, tradition 
and ritual focuses of troupe 
By Lisa Balde 
Staff Writer 
Celebrating its 12th year in Chicago. 
DanccAfrica has evolved into a year-
long ce lebration that works to educate 
audiences of all ages about the tradi -
tions and customs of the African culture 
that have innucnccd aspects of societies 
throughout the world. 
This year's program, en titled 
"Carnaval! Blessing of the Drums, 
Rhythmic Echoes," foc uses specifically 
on uniting diverse communities through 
the unique language o f the drum and its 
connection to nature and African her-
itage. 
A DanceAfrica performer on stage. The 
troupe will appear at Chicago's 
Aud itorium Theatre from Oct 25-27. 
Library 
Continued from Page 6 
dents. 
wrhere just isn't enough exhibition space 
for students to display their work," Cates 
said. "And already a number of folks not 
associated with the library have considered 
using the space." 
With artists in (lace and publicity in 
check, "11lc Art o the Library" opening 
took place Oct. 3 on the library's third noor. 
Among those in attendance was Columbia 
President Warrick L. Carter, who helped 
launch the event by unveiling Sara Miller 's 
bust of Chicago Sun-limes columnist, l rv 
Kupeinct. 
The sculpture not only honored Kupcinet 
as he turned 90 this past summer, but it also 
served a~ recognition for the scholarship 
that wa\ formed under his name for 
Columbia 's journalism, radio and televi-
sion \ tudcnl'l. 
According to Carter, ~I 60,0()() was raised 
for the ~holanhip that will be offered 
"'Jrnetime during the 2002-2()()3 \Ch<H>I 
Campus safety 
Continued from Front Page 
'I he na~her " •u~pe~ted to bc someone 
wt~. wurh >n the area, du~kin" out at 
lun<.h I" ~urnmit the c rrrne• Campus 
~urity ' ' lru• trated with the1r inaiJility to 
catch the \ U\ pc<.l 
HWe need rnllfe than )U~I me ' I here ure 
)(J O!,,n 1n thi~ buildmg. Whe n I'm 011 
Four internationally acc laimed dance 
companies have congregated from 
Brazil, Cuba and the Un ited States to 
interpret rituals th rough the communi-
cation of mus ic and dance. 
Ballet Folclorico Do Brasil from 
Bahia, Brazil will use "wild acrobatics,'' 
contained within a form of movement 
called the Capoeira martial a rt s, to 
evoke Brazi lian c ulture. And Chicago's 
Muntu Dance Theatre wi ll perform vari-
eties of rhythms and chants from the 
production " Vo-Du Macbeth ." 
With the use of intricate choreogra-
phy, costumes and staging, the African 
American Dance Ensemble p lans to 
draw its audiences into the authen tici ty 
of its work under the group's motto, 
"peace, love, respec t for everybody." 
Conjunto Folklorico C utumba from 
Santiago, C uba is composed of 50 
dancers and musicians scheduled to 
present the folkloric form of Afro-
Franco-Haitian-Cuban origin. 
Cutumba, however, has been prevented 
from leaving C uba by more restrictive 
immigration laws enacted after Sept. II , 
said DanceAfr ica Chicago program 
manager Halcyone Hoagland. 
"The companies that we're presenting 
bring religion, tradition and ritual to the 
forefront, allowing the audience into a 
world that often goes unseen," said 
Hoagland. "It's meant to open people's 
eyes." 
The DanceAfrica staff has been work-
ing all year to prepare for a plethora of 
even ts surround ing and leading up to its 
main performances on Oct. 25, 26 and 
27. Starting at the end of August, it 
began a two-month-long sequence of 
lectures, panel discussions and perform-
ances throughout the ci ty and its sur-
rounding suburbs. This includes the 
free humanities series, " Trans forming 
Ritual : African Echoes in the 
Americas," which will hold its last 
worksho p, "Who Arc the Orishas?" o n 
Oct. 21 in the Hokin Annex. 
One o f DanceAfrica's biggest focuses 
is on the education of children . This 
year. "ith the help of the Office of 
Communit~ Arts Partnerships and the 
Illino is State Treasurer, DanceAfrica 
Chicago produced a 29-pagc education-
year. 
"I'm a big admirer of Kupcinet," Miller 
said of her motivation to sculpt the piece. 
"When I heard he was going to be 90 and 
that he was going to give a scholarship to 
Columbia. I immediately volunteered to do 
it." 
Already in the line up for future display is 
an exhibit by the Asian student center. 
Sometime in November, there will be a 
computer dedica ted to the interactive web-
site, www.mc.clintock.com, which follows 
the building of one man 's house. A model 
of the house will be displayed next to the 
computer. 
'1'he Art of the Library" committee will 
continually be taking submissions from 
staff and studcnl'l who arc interested in sub-
mitting their work. G uidelines, application 
forms and additional information on the 
program can be found on the progrnm 's 
web5ite, www.lib.colurn .edu/artofthcli-
brary.htrn. 
my way up, he'• on hi• wuy down," snid 
Luquitu (ireer, •ccurity olliccr ut tho 623 
S . Wuha•h Ave. hnilding. 
" It '• u wnitlnK KJIIlle, ynu Ju• t cnn't do 
unythlll!( until he enmc• In, " Ncl•un snld. 
" We nrc dyl nl! In Kcl this I(Uy. We hnvc 
had It," MCCI!IIn •nld . 
Photoscourtsey 
Members of the Ballet Folclorico Do Brasil from Bahia, Brazil demonstrating their 
acrobatic techniques. 
al curriculum packet for Chicago 
schools that could be used as a reference 
gu ide to learn more about the "intercon-
nected nature of music and dance," 
"communal participation," and "cultural 
memory" that make up this year ' s 
Carnaval theme. 
The guide is full of hi storical facts, 
pictures and activities-all intended to 
facilitate students' first-hand participa-
tion in the DanceAfrica process. 
DanceA frica has come a long way 
s ince Baba Chuck Davis, the program's 
a rti stic direc to r. founded it 25 years ago 
in Nc" York . He brought it to Chicago 
se veral years later. introducing it to Dr. 
Woodie T. White, Co lumbia's vice pres-
ident of ins titutional advancement and 
DanceAfrica Chicago founding produc-
ing director, and to Julie F. Simpson, 
OCAP executive director and 
DanceAfrica Chicago executive produc-
er. · 
The main performance premiered at 
the Dance Center in 1990 and moved to 
the Medinah Temple before it came to 
thi s year's venue at the A uditorium 
Theatre at 50 E. Congress Parkway, a 
4,000-seat theater. 
"We expect to see a more diverse audi-
ence this time," Hoag land said. "We've 
promoted throughout the city and 
expect to see some Caribbean nationals 
and some people from Jamaica and 
Haiti." 
To purchase tickets and to find out 
more in formation on DanceAfrica, 
check out their website 
www.danceafricachicago.com or call 
(312) 344-7070. 
StlciiF~ 
A atudtnt plcka up Information on tht National Academy of Ttltvltlon Arts and 
Scltnctl durlngtht floor·wtdt open houat on tht fifth floor of tht 33 E. 
Congrtn P~rkwty building, Oct. 10. Ptrtlclpttlng departmtnlt Included ltlt 
Offlct of Community Art1 Ptrtntrthlpt, Chicago Ctntt4' lor Arts Polley, Scllool 
of Llbtrtl Art1 and Scltnctt, Ctnttr for Allan Artt tnd Mtdll. lndtplndtnt 






Learn how to use our new online 
catalog in 20 minutes or less! 
I Every Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday in October 2002 at 
lOam, llam, 12noon 
lpm, 2pm, 6pm, 7pm 
I Location: Library 2nd floor east 







Learn about the library's 
collections and services 
Every Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday in October 2002 from 
12:30-l:OOpm 
5:30-6:00pm 
Meet guide at Library Circulation 
Desk on 1st floor 
10 Columbia Chronicle 
Columbia College Chicago 
Student Health Center 
Winter is around the corner, which means FLU season. 
Flu shots will be available to the entire 
Columbia College Community. 
DATES: October 161h and 23rd 
TIME: 9:30-4:30. 
LOCATION: Rm. 311,623 S. Wabash 
The cost will be $15, cash or check. 
Stay healthy, so you don 't miss your classes. 
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PLUS AN ADDITIONAL 
5%oFF 
FOR ALL STUDENTS 
& ALL FACULTY 
()n AAost Products ~; 
AUDIC>. DV. or VIDEC> 
TAPE; PAPER; CHEitUSTRY; 
& C>THER SUPPLY Purchases. 
The Office of Student Affairs FOR ORDERS OVER 150.00 & UNDER 10 LBS. INTHECHICAGOLAHD AREA 
WITH USE OF VlSA, MC, OR DISCOVER 
_}(_ 
Introducing Rollover Minutes, Only From Cingular. 
Motorola C331 t 
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I 0% Off with this Coupon ** 
•t .. o YcarConcrac:1 on New L1nc Acllvauon 
• ()n Race ptans SJ9.99 and up 
Nokia 8265 
427 S. Dearborn Chicago, IL 60605 
(312) -3.56-8800 
Cingular Wireless Authorized Agent 
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• Free pregnancy tests 
• Free ultrasound 
• No appointment 
necessary 
• Someone to talk 
to 24 hours. a day 
CAll TODAY! 
Loop Center 
104 S. Michigan 
1-888-AM I PREG 




, (l:Jtp _.~,. ,_ South Shore ~~Woodfield 
Pregnancy Centers 
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shoots 
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~ FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THIS MOVIE~ 
&!_/~."-!'~ 
Stop by die Chronide Office (Room 205, wabash Building) 
Md pick ~ a coq,imentary Pill to attend a apecialahowing of 
GHOST s• on Monday, October 21at at the 9110 N. NlchigM CiJemaa. 
Tlilllllllla l'lt8d ''R" lol' ~tr~q vlllllncllgare, ..... IIIII sexuaity. 
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EGG DONORS 
NEEDED 
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• Speci <J I need for Caucasian donors 
• ( ollege ed ucated prefe rred 
• B etween the age'> of 20-10 





We have a little bit of e er thing ... 
food, batteries, liquor arid cigar tte . 
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Avoid crime by staying alert 
Exposure-------
The South Loop is an interes ting neigh-
borhood. In recent years it has become a 
bustling, growing res idential area where 
new condominium high-rises arc being 
constructed on every available, empty plot. 
It also caters to the college population with 
four major schools located within its limits. 
But despite the infllLx in population and 
businesses drawn to the area, the South 
Loop can also be a dangerous place to be. 
Not unlike other major cities, crime is 
always a factor in metropolitan hubs like 
Chicago. The South Loop has long been· 
considered one of the safest places to live 
and work in the city of Chicago. 
Recent incidents, however, have cast a 
dim shadow on ·the city's thriving down-
town area, Two random young women 
were sexually assaulted in the past two 
weeks. just blocks from Columbia's main 
campus. Both attacks took place in broad 
daylight at about 4 p.m., according to 
Chicago Police. The most recent attack 
was on the 200 block of South Wabash 
Avenue, where a man grabbed a 19-year-
old "~man who was walking through an 
alley and sexually assaulted her, police 
reponed. 
while commuting between classes. That's 
to be expected with a college community 
smack-dab in the middle of a major city. 
Students wil l also find themselves mak-
ing a special detour to get to the Harrison 
Red Line stop for the next year and a half, 
as construction continues on the University 
Center of Chicago. The city is also fixing 
the curve in the el as well as beginning con-
struction on the SRO. All three projects 
have closed Harrison Street between State 
Street and Wabash Avenue, making com-
muters take a detour .around the block, 
which can be intimidating in the evening. 
There are lessons to be learned from the 
recent assaults in the area as well as avoid-
ing trouble. Above a ll, use common sense. 
As obvious as it seems, go with that nag-
ging fee ling in the pit of your stomach. If 
you sense something is wrong or out o f the 
ordinary, you just may be right. Tell some-
one. 
These random attacks have shocked the 
community due to the fact that no one 
heard or saw anything, especially during a 
time which is considered rush hour in the 
city. 
The reponed assaulls have resulted in 
several students' fear for their safety in the 
area. Columbia is unique. unlike most col-
leges in the country it is an urban school 
and its campus is the South Loop. Nearly 
every student attending Columbia has, 
more likely than not, fe lt uneasy or nervous 
Especially in light of these recent 
attacks, students need to utilize the on-cam-
pus security officers here at Columbia. 
They are not here just to monitor the build-
ings, they are responsible for the safety. and 
security of the college's students, faculty 
and staff If you could use that extra com-
pany walking to the el in the evening, just 
ask. Be aware of your surroundings, 
including who is in front, b.:hind, and to the 
s ide of you. 
Contact the Office o f Campus Safety 
and Security at (312) 344-7729 for funher 
tips or for information about the upcoming 
safety workshop. Use the resources 
Columbia has to offer. Getting to c lass 
should never make you nervous-unless 
there's a test that day. 
Bush touts abstinence 
Tribune's Schmich off-target 
The Chicago Tribune is reportedly set to 
launch a primarily entertainment-focused, 
"edgier," tabloid-format edition aimed at 
ymmg adult readers, tentatively called' the 
Red Eye. According to articles in the Tribune 
itself, the forthcoming Red Eye will target 
the 18-34 age demographic- which makes 
sense since newspaper readership numbers 
are down for that audience and advertisers 
aggressively target that age group. 
What doesn't make sense, however, is 
why the Tribune allowed columnist Mary 
Schmich's patronizing article on the topic to 
run in its Oct. 6 issue. In said article-which 
can currently be foWld by scrolling down to 
.Schmich's "recent columns" link at 
www.chicag_otribune.com/ news/colum-
nistS=snepigConholes the demographic as 
slang-wielding morons incapable of deci-
phering the importance of news. 
Given the condescending tone of her arti-
cle, " If you' re 18-34, you're truly old enough 
to read," it seems as ifSchmich confused the 
beginning age of the demographic. The 
youngest people in the Red Eye's demo-
graphic are 18 years old-flot 8. And we, as 
students at a renowned media arts college, 
should be offended that Schmich saw fit to 
reprimand and lecture the members of our 
demographic as if we're insolent chi ldren. 
.. lfSchmich and the editors of the Chicago 
frobune are really interested in retaining 
readers in the desirable 18-34 age demo-
graphic-a group to which the majority of 
Columbia student• belong-perhaps they 
shouldn' t preswne that we're all celebrity-
ob:'lessed, quasi-illiterate lovers of Internet 
porn. 
. That younger readers mij!ht be interested 
m popular culture and the d1sscction thereof 
does nut mean we are incap~ble of under-
standin~ the importance of real newo;-
'JOmcthmg of which Schmich appears to ~vc 
no real gnup herself, considcnn~ her repeat-
edly in1ipid comments in w lumn afle r col-
umn. 
As college studen~me of who study 
journalism and many who read multiple 
newspapers daily~o we really need advice 
from someone who admits she didn 't begin 
to understand the importance of newspapers 
until her late 20s? Evidently, Schmich did not 
stop to think that perhaps not every 26-year-
old is as ignorant as she was at the same age. 
In her article, she says she started reading 
newspapers in order to do the work she does. 
What is that exactly? Grazing newspapers in 
order to "research" topics on whic~. to spout 
uninformed opinions isn' t exactly the noblest 
of callings-in our edgy, highly desired 
opinion. 
Do you suppose she bothered to run her 
prejudices by any of the younger journalists 
and copy editors at the Tribune-who are 
likely better writers--before disparaging 
them? Doubtful. So much for those stellar 
research skills, Mary. 
In Schmich's world, you're either a 
young TV-watching nitwit or an aging out-
of-touch parent-never both. In what alter-
nate reality does she live? 
It obviously never occurred to Schmich 
that perhaps we in the 18-34 demographic 
are hes itant to read newspapers because 
we' re so often stereotyped as a collection of 
slacker Gen-Xers lacking any semblance of a 
sociopolitical conscience. She doesn't seem 
to Wlderstand the irony that maybe the 18-34 
demo craves sty le over substance because-
as wonderfully proved by her column-true 
substance is exceedingly rnre. 
She is right about one thing: Indeed, 
younger adults should read pupers--i r lilr no 
other reason than to act us watchdogs to 
~uard against the sweeping ~encrnli1..ations 
spouted by closed-minded columnists. 
That the Tribune is tukin~ action to "tar-
~ct" us in the first pluc~specially by 
apparently jazzin~ up und dumbin~ down 
future content- IS insultin~. And more 
uffens ivc is the decision ofTribune editors to 
print Sclunich's ill-cons idered drivelutnll. 
By Nicholas F. M. Josefowltz 
Harvard Crimson 
(U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE, Mll55. -
President George W. Bush doesn't do sex. 
Before marriage, that is. 
In its most recent budget proposal, the 
Bush administration has tried to increase 
spending on abstinence-only sex educa-
tion programs by $73 million, to $135 
million per year. Nominally, these pro-
grams are supposed to help prevent the 
spread of sexually transmitted diseases 
and help teens avoid unwanted pregnan-
cies. In reality, only the conservative 
action groups will benefit from these pro-
grams. 
Organizations fWlded through the 
abstinence-only program usually focus on 
classroom teaching and are forced to 
adhere to very strict federal guidelines. 
They are not allowed to discuss contracep-
tion, except to point out that condoms are 
not I 00 percent effective in controlling 
pregnancy and do little to stop the trans-
mission of some STDs, such as genital 
Warts. 
The proposal would force organiza-
tions that receive government funds to 
teach that "sexual activity outsi(\le of the 
context of marriage is likel~ to have harm-
fu l psychological and phys1cal effects" 
and that "a mutually faithful monogamous 
relationship in the context of marriage is 
the expected standard of human sexual 
activity." 
Yet there is no evidence that absti-
nence-only programs encourage chastity 
until marriage or even delay sexual activi-
ty. Although few studies have been done 
many abstinence-only organizations argue 
thal simply asking questions will encour-
age teens to have sex. It seems thot absti-
nence educution only gives men a good 
excuse not to wenr condoms. 
llumun Rights Watch, a Washington-
bused advocacy group, has claimed that 
.severnl federally fwtded orgruti7.ations 
lwve sponsored media eampai~ns thot 
exaggerated the limirntions of condoms, 
and the Washington Post hn.~ reported that 
teens who participate in "virgimty pledge" 
progrruns are less likely to use contmcep-
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Almost every mainstream medical or 
public health organization, including the 
American Medical Association, the 
Centers for Disease Control, the American 
Academy of Pediatrics, the National 
Academy of Sciences' Institute of 
Medicine has criticized abstinence-only 
programs and favor more traditional, secu-
lar sexual education programs. 
However, skepticism about the absti-
nence crusade extends beyond the medical 
community. A survey conducted by the 
Sexuality Information and Education 
Council shows that more than 80 percent 
of low income parents want their children 
to learn how to use birth control and how 
to protect against HIV I AIDS and other 
STDs. 
So, why have the spendthrift 
Republicans dumped more than $250 mil-
l ion into unproven abstinence-only pro-
grams in the past five years? Because they 
wanted to reward the religious and right-
wing groups that brought them to power. 
Nearly every 8!00P that receives absti-
nence funding is e1ther faith-based or 
staunchly conservative and has cam-
paigned for the Republican party during 
the past few elections. In addition, many 
pro-life groups have begun to market 
themselves as provid= of abstinence edu-
cation to start receiving taxpay=' money. 
Abstinence funding is simply another way 
to channel federal funds to reaction&l)' 
groups. 
Top Republican lawmakers argue that 
their goal is merely to fund abstinence 
education and secular sex education equal-
ly. However, the funding that the lldminis- · 
tration says goes to "programs that teach 
about contraception use" is in fact dis-
persed to groups as varied as teen contra-
ception clinics and HIV/AIDS hotlines, 
while abstinence funding is geared specifi-
cally towards classroom instruction. In 
addition, Bush has been slowly siphoning 
funds away from HIV/AIDS-prevention 
programs and into abstinence education. 
Titere is nothing wrong with teaching 
abstinence u.s part of 11 wide-ranging sex 
educntion course. But if abstinence educa-
tion comes nt the expense of programs 
!lull teach students about the benefits of 
contrnccption, it is hannful and serves 
only to 118gt11Vate the very problems it is 
trying to solve. 
Chronicle ..... 11 add-aM: 
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Smoker says 'show me the money' 
By Katie Walsh 
Commentary Editor 
Earlier this month a Los Angeles jury 
handed down a record-shattering, jaw-
dropping decision against a tobacco cor-
poration. Philip Morris, the largest and 
best-known tobacco giant was ordered 
to pay-get ready-$28 billion to one 
woman who smoked her way into lung 
cancer. 
This is the largest punitive award 
ever given to a single plaintiff in a 
tobacco lawsuit; the previous record 
was $3 billion-<:hump change, 
comparati vely speaking. 
Six Superior Court 
jurists ruled in favor 
of Betty Bullock, 
who started smok-
ing when she was 
17, and was diag-
nosed with 
malignant lung 
cancer a year 
ago, which has 
spread further 









and product I iabi 1-
ity awarded 
Bullock $850,000 in 
compensatory damages. 
This ent ire lawsuit-
and others like it- are 
absurd for two reasons, first the 
amount of punitive damages 
being awarded by hostile juries and 
second the idea that the plaintiffs are 
not responsible for the effects of their 
bad habits. 
Many Americans probably fell off 
the ir chairs when news broke of the $28 
billion award no doubt. That is an 
astronomical amount of money that no 
one could ever actually spend in a life-
time. Let 's put it in perspective. If 
Bullock were to actually collect the $28 
billion, and analysts say she more than 
likely will not, that would make her the 
third richest American behind 
Microsoft's Bill Gates and investor 
Warren Buffet- all for smok ing ciga-
rettes. 
The money was awarded as punitive 
damages, which means this amount-in 
addition to the compensatory sum-was 
ordered to punish Philip Morris and 
nothing else. The compensatory dam-
ages cover legal fees and pain and suf-
fering, which the jury decided was only 
worth several hundred thousand dollars, 
but a punishment apparently needed to 
be in the billions. 
There is a developing pattern, mainly 
in Florida and California, of anger and 
hostility toward tobacco companies and 
it is understandable to an extent. 
Smoking ki lls people, there is no doubt. 
It has killed thousands who never knew 
the dangers of smoking. The bottom 
line is that, just as every other decision 
people make about their body is, it is an 
individual's choice- no one e lse's. 
Regardless of how cool it looked to 
smoke back in the • 50s and the fact that 
no one knew that smoking was bad for 
them does not warrant punishing com-
panies to such a degree. The tobacco 
companies were responsible for not 
informing the public of the dangers 30 
years ago, but since then warning labels 
are posted everywhere and people like 
Bullock, continued to smoke in spite of 
the dangers. 
Two more lawsuits were filed in 
California last week--{)ne a wrong ful 
death suit-<:ited it is 
imposs ible to quit 





addicted to all 
sorts of things-
alcohol, french fries, 
heroin, potato chips-
the list could go on forev-
er. 
Present-day America seems 
to have lost its abil ity to hold 
nature of 
people responsible for virtually any 
of the ir actions. Nowhere is th is lack 
of accountability more prevalent than in 
the smokers versus tobacco-industry 
lawsuits. 
This country has gotten into the habit 
of allowing its citizens to run around 
irresponsibly blaming others at all costs, 
in this case at the cost of $28 billion. 
Testimony was given in Bullock's case 
that numerous physicians warned her 
for 40 years that smoking was haz-
ardous to her health. According to court 
records she told her daughter, " I am an 
adult and this is my business." 
But now that she has lung cancer, it is 
supposed to be everyone's business-
like the courts' and Phil ip Morris '? 
Bullock does not believe she is 
responsible for her actions, and essen-
tially neither does a j ury of her peers. 
Bullock smoked because she wanted to. 
Whether or not the ads during her youth 
showed cool images about smoking, she 
still chose to light up. No one at Phi lip 
Morris made her buy cigarettes, no one 
made her inhale tobacco and nicotine 
into her lungs for more than 40 years. 
She managed all of that on her own. 
Bullock is not the only one. In 
Florida, a jury awarded a thousand or so 
Florida smokers $ 145 billion in punitive 
damages from big tobacco companies. 
This award is still in appeal. 
The record award prior to the Bullock 
suit involved a former admitted heroin 
addict who sued Philip Morris for 
destroying his health. The j ury awarded 
him $3 billion in punitive damages, 
though the amount was later reduced to 
$100 million. The reduced amount is 
st ill excessive. The man shot heroin in 
his veins, smoked cigarettes and abused 
his body in God knows how many other 
ways, but a jury st ill saw fit to give 
him an outrageous amount of money. 
Cases like these set precedents, 
which is cause for concern. It is 
likely a snowball effect will 
occur and everyone who has 
ever smoked a cigarette 
wi ll be demanding some-
one else pay and take 
responsibility- and it 





















hol is add ic-
tive and these 
companies sti ll 
advertise to people of 
all ages? And what about 
fatty foods, like french fries 
and McDonalds hamburgers? 
Everyone knows they are bad 
for your health and can cause 
heart blockage and obesity-
which is becoming more and 
more of a problem. It can easi-
ly become the norm to sue 
companies that market fatty 
foods if a precedent is set by 
punishing big companies fo r selling bad 
products to Americans. 
It's a never ending cycle-people will 
cont inue bad habits no matter how 
much they are warned of the dangers. 
At some point people have to be he ld 
accountable for indulging these bad 
habits. Juries must set the tone and 
send the message that cases like these 
will not be tolerated. 
If people want to smoke, go right 
ahead, but don' t cry about it and 
demand someone e lse be he ld account-
able 20 years down the road because 
you are dy ing from lighting those 
Marlboros, or whatever your fix might 
be. 
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Middle East violence 
unjustified 
Most people do not unders tand why 
the Middle East is plagued by violence. 
It is because Israel effectively s tole vast 
land and propeny from the Palestinians 
and now Israel is attempting to steal 
much more . 
The reason Israel gives for moving 
in on the Palest inians in entirely inade-
quate . That the United Nations, Britain 
o r France gave Jews Palestinian land is 
inadequate, it was not theirs to give. 
That the land origina lly belonged to 
Jewish ancestry is inadequate, there had 
been centuries of discontinuation in 
possession. except of a scant ponion. 
The Old Testament is not the univer-
sal law of man. That the Jews were 
victimized during World War II is inad-
equate, one victimization docs not j ust i-
fy another. Fina lly. that they had no 
homeland of thei r own is inadequate, 
other people should not be di spossessed 
of their homes in order to provide the 
Jews with one. 
- Jennifer Winkler/ Reader 
Young voters apathy 
due to lack of choices 
Georgia Evdoxiadis writes that you ng 
people need to vote in order to be heard 
('"The Editors Desk ... Oct. 7, 2002-
though shouldn't it reallv be "The Co-
Editors Desk··~> · 
It's true that too often young people 
are apathetic about vo ting, though one 
\\Onders whether encouraging those 
who are the least educated abOut the 
issues to vote is a good "ay to improve 
public po licy. 
Regardless . young people's lack of 
interest in poli tics should be no mys-
tery. Anyone who witnessed the traves-
ty of a gubernatorial debate between the 
two major-pany candidates las t week 
plainly sa" that neither has any serious 
plans to deal with the state 's budget cri -
sis . 
Asked to name one program or spe-
cial interest he wou ld cut or challenge. 
Republican Jim Ryan begged off. 
COWMBIA'S VOICES 
Meanwhi le, Democrat Rod Blagojevich 
has promised an expensive prescription 
drug program the state has no money to 
pay for, all the while pledging to hold 
the li ne on taxes . 
Twice Ryan tried to send a man to 
death row knowing another man had 
confessed to the crime. Blagojevich was 
(at best) a phantom payroller in his 
father-in-law A ld. Dick Mell's o ffice in 
the 1980s, and continues to be a wholly 
owned subsidiary of the Chicago politi-
cal machine. 
What kind of choice is thi s? 
Libenarian Pany candidate Cal 
Skinner has polled as high as 4 percent 
and yet was not invited to the debates. 
As Ms. Evdoxiadis mentioned, there is 
no Green Pany candidate this year. 
Unfonunatcly, j us t voting won't solve 
the problem. Biting your tongue to 
choose between the Democrat and the 
Republican won't send any kind of 
message except that you're gullible 
enough to think it makes a diffe re nce. 
Younger voters must demand greater 
choice in electoral politics, and that 
requires changes in the law and th~ 
will ingness to look beyond the mam-
stream media to discover true electoral 
alternatives. 
But in this writer's view, no vote is 
better than a vote for either of these 
jokers. 
- K evin B. O'Reilly/Aiu mnus 
Praise for the Chronicle 
Congratulations on making the 
finals for the Associated Collegiate 
Press. That is pretty cool, being one 
out of only three in the state of Illinois. 
You have my wishes for continued suc-
cess. 
- Linda Naslund/Faculty, F iction 
The Columbia Chronicle photo poll 
October 14, 2002 
Tell us what you think 
of what we're giving 
to you. The Chronicle 
would like to hear from 
you! 
Submit your thoughts 
on anything you read 
in the Chronicle in a 
letter to the editor. 
Question: What is the worst thing you ever did at work and got away with? 
Amanda Brennan 
~"ior/Advertklna 
" '>mok mg '" the back 
rt)(lfn " 
Ky le .Johnson 
~phnmore/Muslc 
" I took food from the 
re•tAurant I worked at .. 
Andy Rob•rts 
Junlort•· llm 
"I stoleS I 50 worth ur pi1111s 
uvcr the course of n ycnr."" 
Joy C'oot>•r 
J unior/Art 
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After-hours Series 
Thursday, October 1.1, 2002 
Show Time 6:30prn<10pm 
Open Mir. Sign Up 6pm-6:30prn 
in Hokin Annex. 
First·come. first-serve. Orlf) person 
in your group must be a Columbia 
student w/ fall 2002 10. 
M.C. by THE LINEBACKERS 
cosmo galactus & thalone davis 
·nucrobats'93 OJ Genghiswon 
Free Food, Free Admission, 
Free Fun, Free Your Mind 
For admission you must present 
a valid fall 2002 College 10. 
fiol1in Annex 
623 S. Wobash 
Chicago, ll. 60605 
wvN<.colum .edu/hokin 
p!1one: 312-344-"1:1.88 
fun<ied by Student Acth11tie~ FBes 
Sponsored by Student Affairs 
l}t Columbia c c ,, f G £ CtiiCA GO 
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n1zation Dea e 
November 15,1001 
$50.00 fine will be added to yo J 
Submit your documentation to 
Friday, October 18 
Last Day to Drop Classes 
Friday, October 18 
Office. 
Last Day to Declare Pass/Fail 
Friday, November 15 
Last Day to Withdraw from Classes 
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9/-11 photos chronicle destruction, history 
o Historical Society offers glimpse into Magnum 
By Chris Coates 
Assistant A&E Editor 
If last autumn's terrorist attacks 
carried a granule of good fortune, it 
came to the Magnum photogra-
phers. 
The consortium of accomplished 
photojournalists held its annual 
conference on, of all days, Sept. 
10, 2001, in its New York City 
headquarters near midtown 
Manhattan. And when a comman-
deered plane sliced· into the north 
tower of the World Trade Center 
the next morning, I I of Magnum's 
staff-many of them S"easoned war 
journalists and international pho-
tographers-found themselves at a 
fu lcrum in American history. It 
would become, according to some, 
the most photographed event in the 
history of the medium. 
Such photographs are part of the 
Chicago Historical Society's latest 
exhibit, "Remembering September 
II." The installation archives the 
wounding and ultimate collapse of 
the World Trade Center through the 
eyes and lenses of dozens of artists. 
One such Magnum photographer 
is Paul Fusco, a U.S. Army Signal 
Corps photographer duri ng the 
Korean War and fo rmer Look mag-
azine contributor. 
Fusco snapped his most celebrat-
ed photos aboard the funeral train 
that carried Robert Kennedy's 
body in 1968. He captured the 
images of thousands of mourners 
along the winding railroad tracks, 
through back yards and main 
streets, from New York to the 
nation's capital. With the click of a 
shutter, Fusco ftoze the reactions 
of the masses: a Boy Scout salut-
ing, a housewife weeping, a hand 
This photo of a minister surveying Ground Zero is part of 'Remembering September 11' by Magnum Photographers, which runs through Jan. 20 
at the Chicago Historical Society. 
on the heart, an unfurled flag. His 
photos would come to embody the fleet-
ing era. 
On Sept. I I , Fusco positioned himself 
uptown, away ftom the action, to capture 
the reactions of those witnessing the smol-
dering Trade Center towers. As he did 
with RFK 's funeral procession, Fusco 
captured not the actual destruction of the 
towers, but rather the faces of the onlook-
ers. 
At a panel discussion presented by the 
Chicago Historical Society Oct. 6, Fusco 
described how he connects with subjects. 
"I want my photographs to tell you 
about the people in them," Fusco said. "I 
feel, without our doing, we were thrown 
into something." 
Another Magnum photographer, 
Thomas Hoepker, found himself miles 
away ftom the World Trade Center on 
Sept. I I. With black smoke billowing out 
of the 30-foot gash in the side of tower 
one, Hoepker was trapped on the 
Manhattan Bridge. From his vantage 
point, looking south toward New York 
Bay, Hoepker snapped images of the 
Trade Center from afar. 
One such photo in the exhibit captures a 
group of young adults chatting away 
along a bridge in Brooklyn, seemingly 
unaware of the burning towers in the 
background. In another, Hoepker pho-
tographs the Queen's Cemetery with the 
Armageddon-like skyline behind it. 
" I felt, in this case," Hoepker said, 
"photographs have a therapeutic effect." 
The traveling exhibit includes 37 pho-
tographs from the Magnum archives, 
many of which graced the covers of mag-
azines. The collection of wall-sized color 
and monochromatic photos, along with a 
20-minute silent video, were originally 
part of a New York Historical Society 
exhibit before coming to Chicago on Sept. 
6. 
"It's the only medium that snaps a slice 
of life and freezes it forever," Hoepker 
said. "Life changes between these little 
clicks." 
The works of Chicago Historical 
Society photographer Jay Crawford, who 
captured Chicago's reaction to the attacks 
of Sept. I I, are also displayed. Crawford 
photographed neighborhoods draped in 
flags and Loop buSiness vendors' attempts 
to demonstrate their patriotism. Another 
photo shows the Chicago Sun-Times 
building with newspaper copies of the 
American flag taped to the glass of each 
window. 
The installation also features the works 
of students from three area schools. 
On Oct. 15 at 7 p.m., the Historical 
Society will also present "Looking at 
Built Environments," an examination of 
Sept. It 's effects on our urban skylines. 
Jane Ramsey, the director of the Jewish 
Council on Urban Affairs and Evan 
McKenzie, a Political Science professor at 
the University of Illinois at Chicago, will 
discuss the degree transportation and 
architecture changed after Sept. II with 
moderator Steve Edwards, host of WBEZ-
FM 's "848." Admission to the lecture is 
$5. 
"Remembering September 11 " runs 
through January 20. 2003 at the Chicago 
Historical Society, 1601 N. Clark St. The 
museum is open Monday-Saturday. 9:30 
a.m. -4:30p.m. and on Sunday, 12 p.m.-5 
p.m. Admission is $3 for students. For 
more information, contact the Historical 
Society at (312) 642-4600 or visit 
www.chicagohistory.org. 
Kitchen warms up to this old 'House' 
By Rob Duffer 
Correspondent 
Molly Bluhm needs a change. She hasn' t sung in the 
eight years following the death of her four-year-old son, 
Arjay. She imagines the fteedom she felt on the coast of 
Maine, where she and her husband Leo used to spend their 
summers, how she could belt out the lyrics of her favorite 
traditional Irish tunes into the expanse of the surf. Perhaps 
another sojourn in Ireland may remedy her discontent; she 
imagines stitching her heritage together with the threads of 
songs woven through the generations of her ancestors. 
"Anywhere would do," she thinks, "as long as it was not 
the house on Eccles Road." Therefore spending her 13th 
anniversary with Leo-who is sure that he is forgetting 
something-may rattle some change into her life, if only 
she can track him down. 
In The House on Eccles Road, Judith Kitchen introduces 
a cast of seemingly ordinary characters in the course of a 
less than extraordinary day. She explores, through them, 
the fears, ambitions and questions of l_ove, duty, and the 
inevitability of death that involve us all m the human expe-
rience. 
The novel begins-and ends-in the suburb of Dublin, 
Ohio, with Molly wondering about her anniversary 
evening with Leo. As the characters develop, we begin to 
see the differences between the two and how opposite their 
approaches to grieving have created a gulf between them. 
Molly vows to stop reliving the past, "really, there was 
more to be doing with her time, which was running out like 
evetyone else's." Leo, an English Lit professor, chooses to 
immerse himself in books and the noncommittal nature of 
ideas, which Molly faults as an escape: "Ideas were one 
thing and involvement is another." Kitchen's narrative 
often shifts seamlessly between characters point-of-view 
from paragraph to paragraph, enabling the reader to apply 
the differences and tensions between Molly and Leo to 
many relationships in which the effort of love is in ques-
tion. 
Daily chores propel Molly out of the house and onto the 
unavoidable road of life. At the market, the young 
actress/clerk asks Molly if she will participate in an upcom-
ing musical audition, a part made for Molly's voice. This 
conjures up memories of her old director friend Ted, whose 
affection for Molly is more intimate than professional or 
friendly. Her neighbor from across the street asks the usu-
ally aloof Molly to watch her two boys while she shuttles 
off to the hospital to deliver another. After babysitting, 
Molly decides to meet with Ted to discuss the audition and 
catch up on his life, before tracking Leo down at the office. 
On the monstrous expressway leading into the city, traf-
fic is stalled and Molly eventually passes a horrendous 
accident, in which there were "three bodies laid out on the 
narrow strip of grass. Covered with sheets" which requires 
of her another decision. 
Kitchen invites, "She'd been singing (in the car), think-
ing her own strange thoughts, and she was alive. It was 
time to think of her own life. What did she want from it? 
Too fragile a thing to let slip through the fingers. She was 
alive on a perfect day in June and her hands would not stop 
shaking." Molly may sing again after all-she knows that 
life is getting shorter every day. 
At points in the earlier chapters, I couldn 't help but 
wonder where this plaintive tale could possibly go and 
why it won the lauded S. Mariella Gable Prize awarded 
for thoughts eventually resonated with me. Leo's mascu-
line insecurity in the hospital waiting room and his 
See House, page 22 
' 
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SCREEN GEMS. 
INVITE You AND A GUEST 
TO A SPECIAL SCREENING! 
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In a world of shady characters and dirty deals, 
this is just business as usual. 
UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING 
PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN 
STRONG VIOLENCE, LANGUAGE, 
DRUG CONTENT, SOME SEXUALITY 
Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building) and pick up a complimentary pass to 
attend a special showing of FORMULA 51 on Thursday, October 171h at the 
~ Loews Cineplex 900 N. Michigan Cinemas. 
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Film fest premieres work of Columbia alumni 
·o 'Lana's Rain' debuts at 
Chicago International Film Festival 
By Chris Coates 
Assistant A&E Editor 
<?fthe four ind~pende~t feature premieres at this year's 
Ch1cago International Film Fesuval, the only Chicago-
based release is the product of two Columbia graduates. 
Lana s Rain, written and directed by Michael S. Ojeda 
and produced by Joe l Goodman-both alumni of 
Columbia's Film and Video Department-makes its 
world debut Oct. 14, at the Landmark 's Century Centre 
Cinema, 2828 N. Clark St. 
With 78 filming locations around the world, Lana s 
Rain is set chiefly in the city of Chicago. 
The picture revolves around a brother and sister-
Darko (Nikolai Stoilov) and Lana (Julia Orlenko)-in 
post-Balkan war Yugoslavia. In a quest to escape his 
criminal past, Darko convinces his sister to seek refuge in 
the United States, leaving their war-tom country in the 
wake. The duo pays $1 0,000 each for transport aboard a 
freighter to Baltimore and a cross-country trip to Chicago. 
There, the brother and sister encounter the desolate and 
impersonal city: a locale in which Darko hopes his crimi-
nal past will dissolve into the background. 
But the duo's dream of prospering in America is short-
lived. While Darko learned to speak English in the mili-
tary, the na"ivc Lana knows only her native tongue. She 
must rely on her brother-a prospect that spells disaster 
for the childish Lana. 
Unable to secure a job and living in the squalor of a 
transient hotel, Darko forces his sister into prostitution. 
Photo by Man D•nerstein 
Columbia alumni Michael S. Ojeda, writer-director, and Joel Goodman, producer, working on the set of their film 'Lana's 
Rain.' The film premieres at The Chicago International Film Festival on Oct. 14. 
In the meantime, Darko must stay ahead of his pursuers 
who are, by this time, in Chicago. 
It's only as Lana realizes that her very future hinges on 
the fact that she must overcome-and ultimately abandon, 
her brother-that she begins to contrive an escape. 
human spirit," Ojeda said. " Hopefully, people will con-
nect with the story in some way, to feel Lana's pain and 
loneliness and struggle, as well as her eventual triumph 
and redemption." 
"At its center, it's a film about the resiliency of the 
According to Ojeda, the film's plot was pulled from the 
headlines, in particular, a Time magazine story about the 
,--.,.-.,=-...,..,,...-,,.,--------- rise of eastern-European immigrants working 
as prostitutes after the fall of communism. Of 
course, the news streaming from Bosnia-
Herzegovina of tremendous losses-a time 
Ojeda called " the second Holocl!l.lst"-was a ll 
but impossible to ignore. 
Photo by Man D1nerste1n 
Darke Lucev (Nikolai Stoilov) and his sister Lana (Julia Orlenko) arrive 
in Chicago in a scene from 'Lana's Rain.' 
Events Around Town 
Haunted Pub Crawl 
Drink your way across town- through some of Chicago's haunted 
watering holes. Chicago hi storian and ghost hunter RichardT. Crowe 
narrates the excursion for private parties. Tickets are $44 and avai 1-
able at Chicago Supernatural Tours, (708) 499-0300. 
Andy Warhol 
The artwork of Andy Warhol-such works as "Uncle Sam," " Red 
Lenin" and "Chairman Mao"- is on display at KL Fine Arts, 1843 
Second Ave. in Highland Park. The free event runs through Oct. 31. 
For more information, contact KL Fine Arts at (847) 266-0555. 
'Skins' 
Skins is tr• •~cond film by director Chris Eyre, the first Native 
American to: a fi lm theatrically released in America. Set in at the 
site of the batu~ at Wounded Knee, the Pine Ridge Reservation in 
South Dakota Skins tells the two Indian brothers struggling in one of 
America's p~orest counties. Skins opens Friday, Oct. 18 at 
Landmark 's Century Cinema. 
Ojeda also applied liberally his familiarity 
with the immigrant population in the develop-
ment of Lana s Rain. As a cinematographer 
f6r a Chinese soap opera, Ojeda interacted 
with non-native speakers, an experience he 
used to write the script of Lana s Rain. 
"The whole idea of being in America, not 
knowing how to speak the language, was what 
intrigued me," Ojeda said. 
Another inspiration came from Ojeda's own grandpar-
ents, Polish Jews who fled Germany prior to WWII. The 
connection between Hitler's reign on Gennany and Bosnia's 
1992 quest for freedom from Serb control struck Ojeda. 
With solid inspiration, the film took nearly seven years 
to develop: a script was drafted in 1995, funds were raised 
over a two-year cycle and six weeks of filming took place 
over a year. 
Of course, being from Des Plaines, Ill., Chicago pro-
vided the most suited backdrop for Ojeda's piece. 
" (Chicago] seemed to me like a perfect setting," Ojeda 
said. " It just had everything to offer." 
The Chicago International Film Festival world premier 
of "Lonas Rain " is Oct. 14. 9:15p.m., at LandmarkS 
Century Centre Cinema, 2828 N Clark St. Additional 
showings are Oct. 15. at4 p.m. and Oct. /6, at6:45 p.m. 
For more information on the Chicago International Film 
Festival, call( 312) 332-3456. For more information on 
"Lonas Rain," visit www.lanasrain.com. 
By Randy J. Klodz 
Staff Writer 
If you are one of those music fans 
who still can 't tell Britney Spears from 
Brimy Fox, here's an update for you: 
With the fall of the Smashing 
Pumpkins, Local H has quietly 
become one of Chicago's successful 
rock bands--but don't call them a 
local band. 
"I don't want to be like a local band, 
we tour everywhere," said Scott Lucas, 
front man and guitarist for Local H. 
Lucas is from Zion, Ill., where he grew 
up listening to classic rock-mostly 
Pink Floyd and Led Zepplin-he calls 
"pretty standard stuff for a teenage 
kid" Joining a rock band seemed like 
the right thing for him to do. "I could-
n't really think of anything else, noth-
ing else really interested me," Lucas 
said. 
As happens to many bands, Local H 
has seen its attempts at success mired 
ir, record label conflicts and lineup 
changes. Local II has recently switched 
from Island Records-which released 
three albums: Ham Fisted, As Good As 
Dead and Pack Up 111e Cats-to Palm 
Pictures, which released Here Comes 
the Zoo in February. 
According to Lucas. Local If's 
record company struggles started when 
Pol~ gram (Island 's parent label) was 
purchased by L'niversal Records. 
" \\'c didn't ~now an~ body there any-
more: "e didn't have a suppon group 
and the people that "e did know went 
to Palm. \\'e just ~ind of folio" ed them 
" ' er there." he sa1d. " It was just a case 
o! ~no" mg JX.'Ople and feeling com-
toruble "1th them and "orking "ith 
them alread' " 
Thou~rh inost bands have at least 
thn_'e or more members-nine if it's 
Sl ip~not-Local II rema ins a two-
piece. But. Joe Daniels. who manned 
the drum kit for all three albums 
released under Island. is no longer a 
member and was not involved on Here 
Comes the Zoo. 1l1e new man beating 
the drums behind Lucas is Brian St. 
Clair. 
Local H are no dummies. (L·R) Brian St Clair and Scott Lucas. 
"I wouldn't want to keep the band 
going if I couldn't have found a great 
drummer," Lucas said. "I don' t think a 
two-piece works unless the drummer is 
phenomenal." 
That's right, the thunder of noise in 
recordings such as "Bound for the 
Floor. "- that "You just don't get it I 
You keep it copasetic" song-"Eddie 
Vedder." "Fritz's Comer," "All the Kids 
are Right" and "!lands on the Bible" is 
created by a two-man band . How is the 
noise a l3riler band created by two? 1l1e 
logistics are technical but Lucas makes 
it sound as if it's child's play. 
' 'I'm playing out of three different 
amps. We mix up the amps and the 
parts--Qne amp is for the bass. another 
amp is for the clean guitar and another 
amp is for the distonion," he explained. 
" I trv to think of it as three different 
things, use dynamics, and we just tum it 
up really loud." 
The current tour- \\ hich brought 
Local II through the Double Door, 
Lakeview Links and the Canopy C lub 
in Champaign-hit a few stumbling 
blocks along the way. Three different 
buses broke down, two trailers have 
fallen off, many PAs have blown and 
the band had to cancel a slrow because 
it was too loud. 
During the sound check, Sept. 22, 
about 15 minutes before Denver 's 
Bluebird Theater was open, Local H 
was forced to cancel its show because 
Lucas and St. Clair couldn't get their 
sound level below the club's noise 
limit. "We did everything we could do 
to get quieter," Lucas said. 
St. Clair even tried turning around so 
his back would be to the audience, and 
tumed Lucas' amps around, but noth-
ing would keep the sound under the 
limit. "We did all this stuff and then we 
finally realized that there's no way to 
do this and make it sound good," said 
Lucas. 
Though there ha' e been some stum-
bling b locks along the way for Local!!, 
the tour picks up again on Oct. 16 at the 
Middle East in Boston and will contin-
ue through Oct. 29 at the Southgate 
House in Newport. Ky. 
For more informatwn on Local H. 
\-'151/thezr website a t u.:ww loca/h.com. 
House 
ConUnued from Page 19 
humble deference to 
women rang true to me, 
even though I ' m not a 
father. The baJance of the 
thoughts of the charac-
ters--both male and 
female--with one another 
and the world gave the 
novel an undeniable uni-
versality. It's a quick read 
with beautiful prose that 
elevates outstanding works 
of fiction by Graywolf 
Press. But Kitchen takes 
the reader deep into the 
minds of the characters, 
balancing the narrative's 
up-close, third-person 
point of view between hus-
band and wife; daughter 
and father; adorer and 
adored; man and wife. It is 
this balance that is most 
striking, plunging the 
novel deeper into mind 
and heart by equally repre-
senting the thoughts and 
emotions of characters 
faced with birth, death, 
and love--both unrequited 
and non-nurtured. 
Whether or not the reader 
has dealt with the death of 
a child; or the anxieties of 
chi ldbirth ; or worried 
about the durability and 
duty of love- Kitchen 
invites us into the intima-
cies and idiosyncrasies of 
THE HOUSE ON 
ECCLES ROAD 
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Judith Kitchen 
the characters in such fine 
detail that one can't help 
but to share in the experi-
ence. 
Normally, a story about 
an upper-middle-aged cou-
ple reconciling their lives 
after the loss of their child 
wouldn't appeal to me. 
But Kitchen's poetic prose 
poignantly captures the 
ghosts that both haunt and 
lay in waiting for Molly, 
who had Arjay when she 
was about 40 years old. 
''Poor I ittle Arjay pricked 
and poked and growing 
thinner and thinner, as 
though he might simply 
slip away from them. 
His strange passivity. 
Growing old before his 
time, with that strange wis-
dom of children who are ill 
and know it. His little eyes 
gone solemn unti I she 
could hardly bear to look at 
him for what they told her.~ 
Kitchen's intimate dis-
closure of his characters a 
story that would otherwise 
have a limited appeal. 
'Rapture' less. 
th·an divine 
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENTS START FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18 
MAS MUY lYMSTDI c• Am t SOUTIIIMIIIITOII H CAIITtRA 30 c.wa,.~T£U. £nnston a.t71m-OI23 Soulh 8amn(1on 847·765-7AMC Warrenvrllt a.t7 /6~ lAM\. 
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The R.emy Bumppo Theatre Co. 
opened its J.ixth season Sunday, 
Oct. 6 with the cbma "The Seem 
Rapture." The play, writtCn by 
David Hare,. premierccl at the 
VICtory~~-
"The Secret Rapture" is the 
story of a lillnlly fallini apart after 
the dealh of its falher. Opening the 
afternoon of his death. the audi-
ence watches as lhe two sisters 
!so~! (Kati Brazda) and Marion 
(Laura T. Fisher) struggle to 
understand their relationship with 
one another and with their signifi-
cant others and their liuher's alco-
holic young widow. • 
"The Secret Rapt\n" also 
explores the effect that greed and 
gooclneM have on relationships. 
The ploy also examines how indi-
viduals deal with their grief after 
the death of a loved one. 'tht prob-
lem with "fhe Secftt RAplure" is 
thar it tries to do too much. 
Durifltl the troubles be~ the 
si~1cl'\l-fsobel endlna her rei• 
tiC>I\.~hip with her boyliiend Irwin 
(Kevin Chrilltuph« Fux) and tty-
ing to be helpfUl to heir stepmoth-
er Katherine (Su.'!lll Bennett}-
thc pluy 's thurat.:ter shllb and per• 
•onlllity cllanps often ao Wldet-
.Jevoloped. The role of Marlon's 
husb!and ·rom (Niolt Slndyt), an 
fXICuUW with I Ovllltlll ~ 
nation who often rdin eo lhtllial-
lfll powtn otOod,--. 
have been ~ Ia to- tht 





Alexander Barch, one sixth of Jazzanova, DJ-ing, Thursday, Oct. 3 at the Metro. 
Jazzanova, Koop splice styles 
By Michael Hlrtzer 
A&E Editor 
Jazzanova has been heralded as the 
new Kruder & Dorfmiester. Where 
K&D excelled in making dubby, ethere-
a l downtempo rhythms for the fashion 
elite, Jazzanova excels by fusing dance-
able Brazilian samba rhythms into 
smoky jazz. 
The group's sound can best be 
described through its namesake record 
label, Jazzanova Compost Records. 
F orgonen jazz and funk records from the 
late ' 60s and early to mid-'70s were left 
decaying in a compost pile of sorts. 
Jazzanova then used those as fertilizer to 
grow something entirely new, through 
both organic and electronic means. 
That idea was perfectly illustrated 
when Jazzanova took the stage, Oct. 3, 
at the Metro. In its customary DJ set, 
Jazz~nova highlighted its members' 
many current and past influences in an 
eclectic set, which comprised classic 
jazz, straight samba, deep house, early 
.'80s funk and other rarities-as if John 
Coltrane, Nina Simone and New York 
·house impresario Joe Clausell had met 
on the dance floor. 
Jazzanova ·was represented by two of 
its six-large Berlin-based group. Rather 
than playing a greatest hits set, which 
would have been perfectly feas ible as 
Jazzanova has an extensive catalog, 
Jilrgen von Knoblauch and Alexander 
Barch played only a handful of their 
own music . "Another New Day" com-
bined breakneck jazz drumming, a sub-
tle rhythm guitar chord and disco-esque 
strings that propelled the song into 
introspective yet dance-floor friendly 
brilliance. 
Jazzanova and labelmate/opener 
Koop are responsible for two of this 
year's most intriguing electronic 
a lbums. Jazzanova's In Between is 
exactly that~an album sitting between 
genres, subtly touching on electronic 
jazz, samba, R&B and broken beat, 
which is a genre based around awkward 
and otlbeat drumming. Koop 's Song 
For Koop is such a 1950s bebop rever-
ie, it's hard to tell it was even made 
with electronics. 
Magnus Zingmark, ha lf of Koop, 
didn 't delve into his fit-for-Sunday-
morning jazz that night. Instead he 
played contemporary tracks like 
Recloose 's "Changing" and a remix of 
Blaze 's "My Beat." After his perfor-
mance, Zingmark said he wasn' t happy 
with his performance. 
While Koop's and Jazzanova's mix-
ing was, at times, strained, that was to 
be expected. Unlike most dance music 
DJs, these performers break the mold 
by venturing into diffe rent time signa-
tures that don't always segue way as 
easi ly as cookie-cutter, four-to-the-
floor rhythms. Besides, it was more 
about the track se lection than about 
seamless 20 second mixes. Jazzanova's 
and Koop's record co llections were 
likely coveted by everyone in the audi-
ence, especially the chin-stroking, 
stout-drinking guys wearing Groove 
Distribution T-shirts on who could be 
heard asking each other, "What track is 
that?" 
Jam of the \'ear encourages 
students to participate 
By Pollna Goldschteln 
Staff Writer 
The Jam of the Year on Thursday, 
Oct. I 0, was a successful student orga-
nization expo. He ld in the Hokin Annex 
Gallery-as well in as lobby of the 623 
S. Wabash Ave. building- the Jam pro-
vided an opportunity for Columbia stu-
dents to socialize and participate in col-
lege life. 
Each partic ipating organization had a 
bo:>th and offered students fliers, 
brochures and applications for those 
interested in becoming members. 
At the event, s tudents also had the 
opportunity to fill out the new 
Columbia Activity Track card, which 
offers students a chance to win up to 
$500 in books fo r attending school 
events. There were also CDs, posters 
and stickers available for anyone inter· 
ested to grab. 
Anni Holm, the president of 
International Student Organization was 
also encouraging students to join the 
ISO. "This is our chance to let new stu-
dents know that we are out here, willing 
to help" Holm said. "We don't get 
enough 'exposure, and a lot of interna-
tional students have never heard of us." 
Everyone invo lved in the making of 
the Jam were helping out in whatever 
ways they could. Tim Gordon, the 
director of Columbia's Freshman 
Center was giving out snacks, sodas, 
and popcorn. And Danielle Billups, one 
of the Student Programming Board's 
founders was walking around, answer-
ing students' questions and making sure 
everyone was having fun. 
Student partic ipation at the Jam was 
also apparent. Anthony Crobck, a stu-
dent and a music ian himself, passed out 
fliers for an upcoming get-togethers 
music profess ionals and students can 
attend. 
The SPB sponsored the event as a 
way to bring Columbia students togeth-
er and let them know about student 
organizations they might be interested 
in. 
The SPB is a new organization found· 
ed by a handful of students under the 
supervision of She ila Carter from the 
Student Affairs Office. "[The SPB's 
goal is) to g ive students a say in the 
kind of events that go on at Columbia-
and by doing so to have a positive expe-
rience while participating in college 
life," Carter said. 
Carter said the SPB is hoping to plan 
more large-scale events at Columbia in 
the future, once it has acquired more 
student members. 




TO KNOCK YOU 
RIGHT OUT OF 
YOUR SEAT!" 
-LAU!iA SHAPIRO, NEWSWEEK 
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24 Arts & Entertainment 
Wanna go to the Biggest 
Party of the Year? 
Pick AT&T Long Distance and you could 
win a trip to the MTV Studios. 
AT & T College Communications 
~ clzoia. ~ liAYlid. ~ ~-
R! ~ATa.T 
Get a FREE MUSIC CD of your choice whe n you select AT&T. 
NO CAU OR "'-'ACHASE NECESSARY TO f itTER OR WIN. ELIOIBilm: Open 10 loQal ru;cJoniJ o1 ... 48 Unl1od SIJios. 
~tf<l r.J Cr~ and the US Vwr,n ttlarods wt-o art 18 Of~ a.t oll/1102 VOtd •n Puerto Rico, US Vwg•n ltlandt. Hlwah. 
Ala!Ar.a and llll'tliert acNrwtM c;.tot'Mblt.td Of &lw TWo Way• 10 P•tk:lpete: A.) To'"* by algnl"9 up for AT&T tonv Dtet.lnc., 
«TIT One Raw- 7c ~ Ptan Wtd/01 the AT&T An'(Hour ln'-t~Honal lnlnge Plan: Cllll t-en.coueoe between 
12 00 OOAM' Eut•n 111'1'111 rE'"T; on 811<02 ard 11 sq SQPM ET on 1001.()2 (hetlatltir rei erred 10 at the ~Promotion Perlo<r) and 
"~ 1'4 t..-vt'ld .nfottMt'fll"' 10 !tWit 0Qo!tr4tot r.x rvR r:womot 1o tKAt"'e Dn!t 4tntry 1n10 the sweepst•n l~mft one entry per 
r~..At1 b Nl;.h plan 1!11 ) To ~- by ma ll H•nd ptlnt your n•rn. c.omp44te Add~ en . 11p ()Ode, .ge, da'(1•me tatephone num· 
tN ~ ~.-.. ~ Of IJI'WtUtf( nam. tcnoot 11ar~ fp\ltl) (If spplcAble). and tn. WOfdt ·AT&T ColeQ4tiMTV BtiCk to 
~fr/J Pr'ft'Otr.lrl" 1)1"1 • pt., ;r, s· ~~ Al'ld ma;l.t .n a h.tl\d AddresMd 110 envelOpe w1th llrat-ctau pott•o• to ~Ar&r 
C/~1/ a_.;, 10 Sownf PtQtnOt~. P O Bert 13084, Bridq4pot1, CT 06e73·3014 Umlt lhtH t nlt'-1 per Ptftton 1nd J>tif 
~"~~''A¥'f.M lr"_..t lf'llll ~If -'fit" of rhlll' Pt()I'Tif)IIO't p_,,IOt1 Prl ttWOdde ( I ) Or• nd Prl1e 4 d •yiJ night trip 101 wlnnttr and (3 ) OU•III to 
~ U1 I ~kf'lt ,_,.,., Evt P 11rty lf't '~ '(0'\t C~tv on 12/10,40? 1/?~J oont~tllnQ or round trig c<U~ch " '' ''" "'port•tlon from nnretl 
rt'Jtf.Jf _..rti',., 1"1 th8 U tj It) Nif'\f'loi~J(' llt"~A. "tMht ht)tfjl ~Jitlon~ IOf (-4), UfOUnd ltllntp01111111on (to/trom hOieiiU\d the •lr· 
V.A) .wlf1 I I(AJII ~ l t YYJ ~QI!rw'bnq rrtr~Nrf {A(l()to~~tn.JI~ neh1JI V11\M •AJl'r,.Sf! ,OOO) Actual v•lu. Ol ptl /1 m Ay Vttty depending 
'"" ·Nk'!4'14' ~ Y't't r,f ~,.r?ut't ln -.lfltfVA lfnd -.Jt ~.,.Abi41~•1. ''"'* •nd loc•l t•A•s on rtctlpt and UN of prl / lt, n any, • nd 1ny 
"''~ nrA ~AWt .~tV.I'It llt't thflt _,~ '~tnn~lbtllly of wlnMr A r•ndom dr•wlrWJ will be oondootttd on or about 11114..02 lrorn 
.,.,..."'Q .\1 ,ao.t~ IJI'I:ftt4" t4"~,.,., 1'>)1• r~ w1nn.nQ the Or• rvl P rl/t will ~I on lt\4 tot•l rvnt>er of ell(llb .. tfllrl•s '9tl• lvetl 
~,....,...$, "'• ltWII r)ftl.,AJ r~, .,,,.,t~M8 Vi ,;""'"'J hnp '"*"'* "" tomlwt~lnr"-• or by ~~~tinq • ~~~lf·addrt•setl, ''"~ ~n~· 
lt...(l'ttf-t l111~'hlt.J A f&r r~~fVOJK.k !tt~ht..~~:;IPrOfTW"Jfl()n r'Q Uo, IJI OO. Orldu~rt, C f QOe7J3106 S4KJn80f Af&T, l-40 
Vt l(¥f~ot:~ ""'"l"l ~ HJ () /1¥'/) Promtll• OVC Orovo. Inc , Mtlu l•town NJ 019",0 CO Of''I!Ao Contutmu• who '"'"~• lliUtw.tl 
110 , _, Jt.., n -' r lt"'Q 01_...,., _..., Ar .\ r Or• fl!lt~ I C Piut f'llln •tldlor th• A I l' r Any .. our lnt~me tlon•l S •wlCJ ""'" dur lnu th• pro · 
"'''""' o-oA ~ ..,.,.,l')+"l !t, ~~'tnt~., "Yfn lhl4 'Y-~51.,_, wt1t I>- .. nt 111 Softy oull~ (Jift c-rtlflo111l• wiW{)h "'"Y b4 rlll(lq.,n"tl 
.._. .,,, v_,.,.,,_...,,..,_,.,,.._ '~-"' tri'W~ttrt • ~.I CO lrorn lh!' Sony """l(l · •'ell "'*""" It•'-"~ .... C•t•tnu (At)J)ro•lm•l• II•!• II V• tu• 
·-~r •• 1(,j "'""" "'I(I(Ji._ Ill' f;,. ~""f ttNI'1ol! {lift ~"llir at• •~J~ Pl-lflltutJ~ In II• All' f ltt"IMn .. llll)*'k.Y. f•r ms, Ct.JUdilioll• , 
""" ,.._,f,.,..),r~ M-lr'f Jt(J(;( ll'l rN~ I ~'~~~a r,f tt.. r)N,,. f ~trlil •l• "'" ' t• tt.t L1'"'' or• CO o-r ,,.,_.H',, • lfllltl *"''"""· ltnm"ttl .. t• ""'" 
'V ,_,.,. ,., ~ .. ~~ P'-·~ ••IW',." ..... . , •tl• • ,.,._'"l.if"'" , ,, , .. llv.uv 
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British Sci-Fi show 
leads DVD releases 
0 This month's batch looks at old and new shows 
By DougNye 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
The latest trend in home 
video--DVD sets ofTV series-
continues this month as more and 
more shows, both old and new, 
become avai lable in attractive 
collector 's editions. 
Among the newest to a rrive are 
a pair of adventurous voyages 
from two different time periods. 
One, ""Space 1999" (A&E 
llomc Video. 1974-76, $199.95), 
takes a futurislic journey to the 
far reaches of outer space in a 
magnificent 16-disc mega-set. 
The olhcr, ""lloratio llorn blower: 
The Comple te Adventures" 
(A&E llomc Video, 1998-2000, 
$79.95). sails the high seas o f the 
late 19th century in a collection 
that inc ludes six discs. 
When the origina l '"Star Trek" 
was canceled in 1969 by NBC 
after th ree seasons, sci-fi fans 
howled in protest. That sparked 
some studios to come up wi th 
shows in an attempt to fill the 
void leti by the Enterprise ·s 
departure . One of the better 
effo rts was ··space 1999," a 
13 ritish production starring the 
then husband-and-wife team of 
:'vlartin Landau and Barbara Bain. 
Whi le it is no ""Star Trek,"" it 
docs have some moments, 
notably special effects that are 
superior to those encountered by 
Kirk and Spock . In ··space 
1999,"' Landau plays 
Commander John Koenig, who 
commands Moonbase Alph3, 
which along with the moon itself, 
was launched on a long journey 
into deep space after a nuclear 
explosion test went awry. Along 
for the fantastic trip are Dr. 
He lena Russell (Bain) and 
Professor Victor Bergman 
(played by Barry Morse, who 
had gained fame a decade earlier 
as Lt. Gerard on '"The 
Fugitive."). 
During their journey, Koenig 
and his crew encounter the usual 
assortment of weird aliens and 
strange worlds. The DVD set 
contains all 48 episodes present-
ed in the order each was pro-
duced. Among the extras are vin-
tage interviews with the cast, an 
original behind-the-scenes docu-
mentary for the second season 
nnd theatrical traile rs for 
Destination Moonbase Alpha and 
Alien Allaclc. two mov1es that 
were edited for '"Space 1999'" 
episodes. 
As is always the case with 
A&E llome Video. the prints are 
o f pristine quality with rich. 
vibrant colors. 
""lloratio llomblowcr"' origi-
nally prcmiercd on A&E ns a 
minise ries of four I 00-minute 
movies in 1998. Two years Inter. 
two more films ai red on A& E. 
All six arc included in this sci. 
!lased on the hooks of C".S. 
h~Tester. the lilms ti,llow the 
exploi ts nf the Y" '"'l! 
llornhlower nntl his fc lluw mid-
•hipmcn nbnnnl the frign te 
lntlcfnlil(nhle of ll is Majcsty "s 
Royul Nnvy. rhe first fo ur 
lllllVics take pln~e In the ! 7110s 
tlurinl! the tlr~l ycnrs of the 
Nnpulcnnk W<~r. which phtc1l 
ll rilnin 111111ins1 Frnn~e and Spnln 
rl1e hert•k I h11nhh•11~r I~ terril~ 
·~nlly plnye,t h new~••mer ''~"' 
( l''""'''"'~cd \nwnnl <ilutl\hlll. 
wl11••c 1rnn• ti•rnm1h111 lh •m 
VOIIIItl, ~h , HI\~C'1tn l 11 ~t\lhlr h.l 
confident ship commander is one 
of the many highlights of these 
marvelous productions. Also turn-
ing in a fine perfonnance is Robert 
Lindsay as Captain Sir Edward 
l'ellew, Hornblower's command-
ing officer. 
The adventures include "The 
Duel " "The Fire Ships," "The 
Duchess and the Devil ," "The 
Wrong War," "Mutiny" and 
"Retribution." There's not a bad 
one in the batch. Perhaps the 
DVD set shouldn' t carry "The 
Complete Adventures" subtitle 
because Gruffudd will set sail 
again as llomblower in another 
movie, '"The llotspur," scheduled 
to dock on A&E in 2003. 
The appeal of TV shows being 
available on DVD is obvious. 
Every digitally rcmastered episode 
is uncut and commercial-free. 
It 's not j ust o ld shows that arc 
gett ing the collectors edition 
treatment. Many new series a re 
becoming avai lable, too. 
For example, last season's 
most innovative series "'24" 
(Fox, 2001-2002, $59.98) is 
available in a six-disc set that 
contains all 24 episodes. It is a 
terrific way to watch the series, 
especially because there are no 
commercials to interrupt the 
relentless pace of the taut thriller. 
Each episode represents one hour 
of one day. 
Kiefer Sutherland plays FBI 
agent Jack Bauer, who heads a 
counter-terrorist unit that learns 
an assassination attempt will be 
made on presidential candidate 
David Palmer (Dennis Haysbert). 
Bauer and his team race against 
the clock in hopes of thwarting 
the attempt. 
The job becomes even more 
difficult when his wife and 
daughter are held hostage. 
Dennis Hopper makes a memo-
rable appearance as terrorist 
leader Victor Drazen. 
The DVD set contains only a 
couple of extras, including an 
introduction by Sutherland that 
also serves as teaser for the sec-
ond season, which begins Oct. 
29. The other extra is more 
appealing: an alternate ending to 
season one. 
Also new on DVD: 
"Friends: The Complete 
Second Season" (Warner Home 
Video, 1994-95, $69.98) This is 
the one where Tom Selleck 
makes several guest appearances 
as Dr. Richard Burke and strikes 
up a relationship with Monica 
(Courteney Cox Arquette). Other 
guest stars inc lude Julin Roberts. 
Jean-Claude Van Damme and 
Charlie Sheen. The first season 
on DVD is also available at the 
same price. E.'ttras on both ~ 
never-before-seen footage. 
""The Outer Limits"' (MGM 
llomc Entertainment. 1963-1964. 
S79.96) After Rod Se.rling"s orig-
innl '"The 1\vilight Zone·· became 
n hit on CBS. it didn"t take long 
for other T sci-fi nntholol!.)' 
sh,,ws to P<'P up ''" television. 
""The Outer Linnts"" 1 ns one of 
the hest. 1md nil .1~ episodes of its 
tirst sci\Sun nrc nvnilnblc on this 
t\•ul'disc DVD set. 
lndmk<l in the collt-c tiun \\re 
S<'me 111' the series ' mt,st lllmous 
cpis,l<lcs indutlhll! •• l'ho G"'· · 
lld n11."' "here 11 ik:nlh nlien is 
ncclllenttlll tnmsmlttcd Ill tnrth 
1>1 rntlll• l-c11m•. nml " f he / 1\ntl 
~·li~tlts ."" 1\ hrre Cl il "llCIIS 1\ hll 
resemhll.' t,,n.,hlll lns~ts 1<11111 l'n 
llU1 pl11nct 
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Webcasters receive royalty reprieve 
0 House approves delay in payments 
By Anlck Jesdanun 
Associated Press 
Smaller Internet music broadcasters 
would owe thousands of dollars less in 
copyright royalties under rate revisions 
the U.S. House approved unanimously 
Monday. 
If the revisions become law, the webcast-
ers would get a few more years of reprieve 
from per-song, per-listener payments. That 
they complain, could put them out of busi-
ness when royalties become due Oct. 20. 
The re><isions in the House bill were 
based on a last-minute deal reached 
between the webcasters and the recording 
industry Oct. I 0 after nearly a week of 
intense negotiations. 
The deal, which still needs Senate and 
presidential approval, would let smaller 
webcasters like Ultimate-80s calculate 
rates based on the size of their cash flow. 
Larger and medium-sized webcasters 
would still have to pay a fee based on songs 
played and the size of their audiences. 
The smaller webcasters say they were 
generating little revenue to begin with and 
would need larger audiences to attract more 
advertising dollars. But as they built audi-
ences under the old formula, they say, roy-
alties would proportionally increase, mak-
ing their businesses impossible to build. 
"A station like Ultimate-80s would 
have to pay for its own success," said 
founder David Landis. 
The per-song formula-already slashed 
in half by the U.S. Copyright Office in 
June-amounted to 70 cents for every 
song heard by I ,000 listeners, retroactive 
to I 998. Landis estimates that would cost 
him $24,000. 
Under the revisions, he and other web-
casters earning $1 mi llion or less since 
1998 have the option of paying the greater 
of $2,000 per year of operation, 8 percent 
of gross revenues or 5 percent of expenses. 
Landis estimates he'd owe $7,700, a 
savings of more than $16,000. 
In either case, the fees are split between 
the recording labels and musicians, who 
say they must be fairly compensated 
when others build businesses based on 
their works. 
The deal lets some webcasters continue 
paying as a percentage of revenues or 
expenses until 2004. 
Kevin Shively, director of interactive 
media for Beethoven.com, said the 
revised rates "provide some relief for a 
significant number of webcasters" but 
will st ill be tough for webcasters to pay, 
even with installments allowed for some. 
"It's very difficult for any company to 
negotiate under threat of being forced out 
of business," Shively said. "When you do 
that you can't be expected to get the terms 
you are fully comfortable with." 
The Recording Industry Association of 
America called the new rates the product 
of a compromise that should ultimately 
benefit fans. 
Ann Chaitovitz, director of sound record-
ings for the American Federation of 
Television & Radio Artists, also praised the 
deal, even if it means smaller fees for artists. 
Traditional radio broadcasters have been 
exempt from paying royalties to recording 
labels and performance artists on grounds 
the broadcasts had promotional value. 
The record labels, in a copyright law 
passed in 1998, won royalties when many of 
today's webcasters weren 't yet in existence. 
An arbitration panel proposed rates of 
$1.40 per song heard by 1,000 listeners, 
and the U.S. Copyright Office halved 
them in June and set an Oct. 20 deadline 
for payments. 
Legislation sponsored by 
Judiciary Committee Chai rman Jarnes 
Sensenbrenner, R-Wise. wou ld have post-
poned that deadl ine for six months but was 
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5:00pm ~ 7:00pm 
623 S. Wabash 
2nd Floor 
food & drinks provided 
Presented by. .. 
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New Expressions 
The Journalism Department, Office of Student Affairs, and Alumni Relations 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Ignore with 
contempt 





16 Signal sound 
17 Philippines island 
t9 Deserve 
20 Prepare to be 
knighted 
21 "Banana Boat 
Song" singer 




30 Coarse files 
34 Scorched 
36 Crat1y 
38 Infield cover, 
briefly 
39 Intrudes on 
41 Marilyn's blonde 
part? 
43 Menu plan 
44 Polish 
C2002 TrtlluM ...... s.mc... 1nc ........ _
46 Sycophants 
47 Turn out 
49 Jazz style 
51 Sw~ch positions 
52 Ring off. 





63 Spike or brad 
64 Underground pit 






70 Crty on the Ruhr 





4 French topper 











9 Winfrey ol "The 
Color Purple" 
10 Annuls 
t1 Three-_ salad 
12 Riga resident. 
13 Fencing tool 
18 Tickled pink 
22 Hair ot the dog 




29 Plumbing joint 
31 Bacteria causing 
lood po1soning 
32 Groom oneseH 
33 Pirouenes 
35 Without a doubt 
37 Walk-the-dog 
toys 
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4S Energy 58 Baloney 
50 EnergetiC act1v11y 
53 Obvious 
manu1acturer? 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 
SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS America's #1 
Student Travel Tour Operator Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free 
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com 
***ACT NOWI Guarantee the best spring break prices! South 
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Florida &Mardigras. TRAV 
EL FREE, Reps Needed,EARN$$$. Group p jscoynts for 6+ 
1-888-THINK SUN (1888-844-6578 dept 2626) 
www.springbreakdiscounts.com 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local 
Posit ions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260 
It pays to lose weight. Look good, feel great and earn extra 
income with HERBALIFE. 888 717-8529 
~.4collegework.com 
Vector Corporation has many local customer 
sales/ service positions to fill ASAP! 
$14.00 base-appt. 
Conditions exist. No telemarketing. Scholarship/ intern-
ship opportunities. Must be 18'• We train. Flexible 5-40 
hours around work/ school Days, evenings, or weekends. 
Visit our website or can ASAP: 
Chi~o North Side 77g,g66.l608' 
Liricoln Park g}2.642.0422 
Naperville sgo.ssg.os12 
Northbrook g47 .SOO.OOSIS 
Oakbrook sgo.s74.gstt 
Orland Park 1015.4608090 
October 14, 2002 
~ 
with 
·on equipment fo1": 
video, film and still 
shoots 
21f.1 X31f.~; LIGHTS CALL: 




OnlinE ~" On THE PHOnE u On CAmPU/ u On THE /TREET 
COLLEGE STUDENTS: 
CA$H FOR YOUR OPINIONS 
If you are a college student, 
.Focuscope Market Research may be 
interested in talking with you. 
Focus groups with college students 
will be conducted on 
Thursday, October 1oth 
at our downtown Chicago location. 
If you qualify & attend, you will be 
generously compensated for your time. 
Please call Paul at 708-386-5086 
Opinions only - no sales 
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~REVOLUTION ~ STUDIOS 
COLUMBIAM01 
PICTURES lJ.J & COLUMBIA (HRONICLI 
ar.m:11 ~ Q 211101 Rt'D.UTDtsniiKl5 DI51MUTDfa.MTUC 0-~PICliiiiiiii.IIIID,IIC.MJ.IDIIIIURIBI. 
INVITE VOU AND A GUEST 
TO A SPECIAL SCREENING! 
Stop by the Columbia Chronicle office (Room 205, Wabash Building) 
and pick up a complimentary pass to attend a special showing of 
PUNCH-DRUNK LOVE 
on Wednesday, October 16th at the 600 N. Michigan Cinemas. 
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person. 
No purchase necessary. Employees of ali promotional partners, their agencies and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible. 
I Thla film Ia rated " R" for atrong language Including a acene of aexual dialogue. I 
IN THEATERS FRIDAY, OCTOBER ... STH! 
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. u ndergroYo~s~Mif~n~2sement l: 
Mon. -Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3 
this week,s specials: 
Chopped Salad . 
lettuce, tomato, chicken, pasta, bacon, cheese, tossed w/ ranch dressing $3.50 
Vegetable Burrito 
peppers, tomato, onion, zucchini, rice, cheddar & jack cheeses $4.00 
Cheese Steak Panini 
served with potato chips $4.00 
30 SPORTS October'14, 2002 
Student-athlete graduation 
rate reaches 18-year high 
Division I student-athletes have a 60 percent 
graduation rate, which is the highest in the 18 
years that the NCAA has researched the topic. 
54 percent Male athletes are graduating, which 
is 3 percent higher than last year. Their study 
of female athletes. 60 percent of whom gradu-
ate, remained steady. The survey covered 
scholarship athletes who started college in 
1995 and graduated within six years. 
Fan sues Cubs over high 
ticket prices 
A baseball fan has filed a lawsuit against the 
Chicago Cubs saying that the team used local 
ticket brokers to sell overpriced tickets. Peter 
John Cavoto Jr. has accused Wrigley Field 
Prime Ticket Services of selling $36 tickets for 
$130, rather than charging face value. The 
lawsuit seeks $100 in damages for every tick-
et sold, and prohibits the Cubs from sell1ng 
tickets outside of its box office. 
Olajuwon opts to retire 
rather than have surgery 
Two-time world champion and 12-time all-
star, Hakeem Olajuwon reportedly will retire 
from the NBA instead of undergoing back sur-
gery and going through a long rehabilitation. 
Olajuwon is expected to announce his retire-
ment on Nov. 2. The 17-year veteran spent 16 
seasons with the Houston Rockets before 
signing a three year $18 million contract w1th 
the Toronto Raptors before last season. He 
helped lead the Raptors to the playoffs last 
year and was ousted in the first round by the 
Detroit Pistons. The surgery would have 
fOfced Olajuwon to miss nine to 11 months. 
Olajuwon averaged 21 .8 points per game and 
was named to the all-defensive first or second 
teams nine times. 
Little League begins running 
adult background checks 
Little League officials announced last week 
that they will begin running background checks 
on all managers. coaches and volunteers to 
ensure they are not listed as convicted sex 
offenders. According to The Associated Press. 
Little League is the first youth sports organiza-
tion to implement these guidelines. Little 
League officials have been trying to implement 
background checks on its adult employees 
who work in close contact with children since 
1996, after USA Baseball suggested the policy. 
Rights to Bonds homer 
ball to be decided in court 
The legal battle over the ownership of Barry 
Bonds' 73rd home run ball moved to court last 
week after the third attempt at mediation fa iled. 
Alex Popov and Patnck Hayashi have been 
embroiled in a dispute over the record setting 
homer since Oct. 17. 2001 . Popov claims to 
have caught the ball only to lose it to Hayashi 
when the crowd surged for it. 
Hayashi has stated that he wants to sell the 
ball and does not oppose splitting some of the 
proceeds with Popov. Popov wants the ball for 
nostalgic reasons. Neither is willing to part 
with it without exhausting their respective legal 
options. 
The ball. which has an estimated value of $1 
million. is currently secured In a safety deposit 
box as mandated by a court order. 
Commentary 
MLB managers taking the blame 
for team failures 
0 Kimm, Valentine, Narron, McRae, Royster and Pujols get the ax 
By Marlo Scalise 
Contributing Writer 
Since Sept. 30, the official start of the off-season for 
22 of the 30 major league teams, six managers have 
been relieved of their duties. Bobby Valentine of the 
Mets, Jerry Narron of the Rangers, Bruce Kimm of the 
Cubs, Luis Pujols of the Tiger.;, Jerry Royster of the 
Brewer.; and Hal McRae of the Devil Rays all were 
given their walking paper.; in less than two weeks. 
What else do these coaches have in common? . They 
all managed hopeless teams run by hopeless organiza-
tions. 
The Mets spent their entire off-season acquiring a lot 
of brawn, but little brains (see Jeromy Burnitz). The 
Ranger.; have spent the past two seasons trying to fig-
ure out a way to build a team around Alex Rodriguez' 
$20-million-a-year contract-as if they didn' t know 
that before they signed him. 
The Cubs have been bad since, oh, 1980-something, 
and continue to dilute their poor past and dim future 
with fa lse promises. The Tiger.; haven't had a winning 
season since 1993, and have won 79 games just twice 
since. The Devil Rays had a good excuse at first-that 
they were an expansion team-but only so long can 
that excuse· be valid. As for the Brewers, they have 
done nothing, literally. 
The combined record of the Mets, D-Rays, Ranger.;, 
Cubs, Brewer.; and Tiger.; for the past three seasons is 
a shameful 1,270-1,642. Take out New York's 94-win, 
World Series berth 2000 season and the record drops to 
1176-1574. To make things wor.;e, there have been a 
total of four I 00-loss seasons and eleven 90-loss sea-
sons. 
So, six managers were fired because they simply 
weren't capable of leading their poorly constructed 
teams to the Promised Land. Huh? Are these six men, 
along with the many canned before them, really the 
problem? According to the GMs and owner.; around 
the league, yes. After all, the Tampa Bay Devil Rays 
did supply Hal McRae with a rotation consisting of 
Paul Wilson, 28-year staff "ace" with a career ERA of 
4.86 and record of20-37, and 31-year-old Tanyon 
Sturtze (the one who went 4-18), while the lineup had 
such names like Aubrey Huff, Steve Cox, and Ben 
Grieve in the middle. 
Nothing against the guys listed, but let's be realistic 
here. Managers can only work with what they are 
given. If you give them minor-league talent, while the 
rest of the teams have major-league talent, yon 're ask-
ing for failure. 
Yet, despite this, coaches are brought in, blamed and 
booted without any admittance of failure on the part of 
the organization. It's a like corporation that goes 
through countless marketing and advertising director.;, 
only to fail at promoting a less-than-superior product. 
When will teams realize that it can't possibly be the 
manager's fault every time? If you hire five manager.; 
you thought were good choices, and a team struggles in 
each of the tenures, wouldn't you have to look in the 
mirror instead of out the window when assigning 
blame? In the end, it is either the organizations' inabili-
ty to supply manager.; with talent, or their inability to 
hire good manager.;. Either way, the fault is their own. 
SIU loses Jabkiewicz for season 
0 Game proves too difficult for redshirted freshman 
By Todd Merchant 
Daily Egyptian 
(U-WIRE) CARBONDALE, Ill.- The Southern 
Illino is University men's basketball team was dealt yet 
another big blow Wednesday when it was announced that 
freshman Stefan Jabkiewicz would not play for the 
Salukis this season and would transfer out of SIU at the 
end of the fall or spring. 
Jabkiewicz, a 6-foot- 1 0, 250-pound center from 
Milwaukee, Wise. redshirted last 
Dearman and gained a lot of valuable playing experience. 
Depending upon what kind of scheme Weber chooses to 
use, Warren could see his share of action as a starter. 
"The pressure's going to be there," Warren said. 
"You've got to be scared a little bit coming in from not 
playing and starting right away. The only thing I can do is 
prepare for it and try my best at it." 
Weber may decide to start only two players in the post 
and have three guards in the backcourt, with senior Kent 
Williams and sophomores Stetson Hairston and Darren 
Brooks seeing the most playing time. 
Hairston and Brooks both stepped up last year as fresh-
men, and Weber hopes to see some 
season for the Salukis and was 
expected to be a key contributor 
off the bench this year. 
"[Jabkiewicz] came to me a 
couple weeks ago and said he did-
n't know if it was the right situa-
tion for him, he wasn 't making the 
progress that he thought he could," 
said SIU head coach Bruce Weber 
at the team's media day 
Wednesday, Oct. 9. " I don' t think 
basketball was fun for him. It was 
too hard. 
Weber realizes how 
difficult it will be to 
repeat as conference 
champions and said 
of this year's new recruits make 
valuable contributions to the team. 
He said junior college transfer 
Bryan Turner could be a key play-
er off the bench, but he is not sure 
what to expect out of freshmen 
Blake Schoen, Tony Young and 
Ryan Walker. 
"On big guys, you take a chance 
and we knew that he had some 
deficiencies. lie just never rose to 
According to Weber, if the 
Salukis see career year.; from 
Dearman and Williams as well as 
big year.; from some of the other 
older players, then SIU may have 
a season as special as last year. 
making a return trip to 
the NCAA tournament 
is not guaranteed by 
any means. Last season the Salukis shared 
the Missouri Valley Conference 
crown with Creighton and lost to the Bluejay~ in the 
championship game of the MVC tournament. 
the level that we expected or he expected." 
The loss of Jnbkoewicz comes just five weeks after it 
was announced that junior college transfer Levy Jones 
had not met eligibility requirements and would not com-
pete at Sl U this season. 
Without Jabkicwicz and the 6-foot- 11 Jones, the 
Salukis now only huvc four players that stand 6-foot-7 or 
taller: Orad Kom (6' 9"), Jcrmuine Dcannan (6'8"), Josh 
Warren (6' 8") and Sylvester Willis (6 '7"). Weber said all 
of the big men will need to step up ifSIU wants to return 
to the NCAA Tournament this year. 
" I told [Kom and Willis ] and Josh Warren that if we' re 
going to be special, one of those guys has got to be the 
most improved in the league," Weber suid . 
Warren has the most room for improvement. lie came 
to Sf U two yea I'll ugo but rarely played due to 11 lack of 
conditioning, und last season he redshirted. 
During the summer Warren played in Europe with 
SIU went on to gain an at- large bid to the NCAA 
Tournament, where it defeated Texas Tech and Georgia 
before falling to Connecticut. The Dawgs finished the 
year with u 28-8 murk and ranked No. 22 in the final 
coaches poll. 
Weber realizes how diflicult it will be to repeat as 
conference champions and said making a return trip to 
the NCAA tournament is not guaranteed by any means. 
"Creighton's got to be the top pick," Weber said. 
"They've got the pl11yer of the year coming back. 
There's a lot of teams that could be good. I'm not try-
ing to sit on the fonce. That's the strength of our 
lea~ue." 
'I he Sulukis open the season Nov. 24 at home against 
George Mason. Their conference season begins at home 
when they play host to Drake on Jan. 2. 
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Bears still can't stop Favre, Packers 
0 Chicago hopes to regroup with this week's bye after dropping to 2-3 
f>JJ Photo/Chanes Rex Arbogast 
The Packers' Joe Johnson forces a fumble from Bears QB Jim Miller in their 34-21 loss to Green Bay. 
By Rudolph Sanchez 
Contributing Writer 
The Chicago Bears continue to find themselves on 
the losing end. They have lost three straight games and 
the number of players lost to injuries continues to 
grow. Hopefully with the bye week the Bears can start 
to find some answers. 
The week off could not have come at a better time, 
and the Bears know they need to make significant 
adjustments. 
"It's not the way we wanted to go into our bye. 
However, the bye does come at a good time," coach 
Dick Jauron said. "We need to improve and we' ll use 
these extra three days of practice to work on that. We 
also need some guys to heal up." 
Their loss to the Green Bay Packers gave the Bears 
another opportunity to suffer more injuries. Left guard 
Rex Tucker is out for the season after he dislocated his 
ankle early in the third quarte r. Tucker is the second 
Bear lost for the season. Linebacker Warrick Holdman 
will also be gone for the rest of the year. 
Wide receiver David Terrell was another injured in 
the humil iating loss. He suffered a stress fracture and it 
is sti ll unknown how long he will be out. 
The Bears were forced to make some changes to the 
starting offensive line. Rookie Marc Colombo will start 
for Bernard Robertson at tackle. Robertson has fail ed 
to perform as a starter. He has been called for penalties 
in every game he has played in and he misses blocks 
continuously. Mike Gandy wi ll replace the injured Rex 
Tucker. Colombo will need all the time he can get to 
work on his technique. The Detroit game will be his 
chance to step up. Unfortunately all the other Bears 
asked to do the same have fa iled. 
"I've learned a lot, especially sitting back and work-
ing on all my stuff," Colombo said. " I fee l with this 
Supplements 
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extra week, I've got a lot of extra time to work on the 
things I am doing wrong." 
It is impossible to find another player who has had 
more success during his career against the Bears than 
Brett Favre. His current record against the Bears is 17-
4. The Bears have lost I 5 of the last 17 meetings 
between the two teams. 
The Bears may have seen their chances of making 
the playoffs fade away after the loss to Green Bay. 
With the win, the Packers stretched their division lead 
to two games. The chance of making the playoffs is 
even slimmer due to the fourth division that was creat-
ed this year. That meant the elimination of a wild-card 
entry. 
The Bears began the season with high expectations. 
But the first five games have been nothing but a disap-
pointment. They could have easily lost all five games 
and they need to make some changes. 
Benching Jim Miller is not a very good idea and it 
will not solve anything. One of the only things the 
Bears have going for them is the chemistry Miller has 
with Marty Booker. Miller has not made many mis-
takes. He lacks mobility-but with the likes of Bernard 
Robertson on the offensive line, I doubt an increase in 
his speed would really help. It really doesn' t matter who 
you put in as quarterback if John Shoop is still calling 
the same plays. For some reason, Shoop continues to 
run an offense that is suited for a Chicago blizzard-
predictable running plays, and lame passes. To his cred-
it he did try to open it up against the Green Packers, but 
after the Packers opened up the Bears and gutted them. 
The Bears' defense does not even slightly resemble 
the team of one year ago. How can quarterbacks con-
tinue to have their way week in and week out? Injuries 
have played a major part. But the secondary needs to 
do a better job of closing in on the receivers. 
The Bears have done many things this season- none 
of them are good . 
had taken the over-the-counter supplement with his asthma medica-
tion months before his death. ···· Substances Banned 
by the NCAA Ultimate Orange, which contains the stimulates ephedra and guarana, in combination with the asthma medication was considered 
to be the potentially deadly formula that led to Wheeler's death. 
Ohio State head football trainer Doug Calland said he does not Stimulants Anabolic Agents 
think using certain nutritional supplements to help gain an edge is 
worth the risks involved. Caffeine (guarana)* 
"The biggest fear is that you don't always know exactly what is in • Androstenediol 
the product you buy," Calland said. "The industry isn't regulated and v· 
a lot of times you think you're taking one thing, when in fact it might Ephedrine (ephedra)* 
contain small amounts of something not even listed on the label." 
According to the NCAA, on Aug. 1, 2003, the NCAA Executive Dihydrotestosterone (DHT) 
Committee plans to ban the stimulant phenylpropanolamine (PPA). Phenylpropanolamine (PPA)** 
The drug is an ingredient used in many over-the-counter and pre-
scription cold medications including Alka-Selt~er Plus C.old and. Flu, Norandrostenediol 
Contac Cold and Flu, Dimetapp and Tavrst-D antthtstammes. 
According to the NCAA, athletes that test pos itive for an illegal sub- Strychnine Testosterone*** 
stance are suspended for a year and forfeit one year of eligibility. 
Gardner said f'PA probably is being banned for similar reasons that •- Found in Ripped Fuel and 
ephedra and guarana were made illegal. Ultimate Orange products 
" I believe it [PPA] concerns cardiac issues again," Gardner said. ••- Found in over-the-counter cold 
· d h. k h medications 
"There is a general worry in the national publtc an 1 t 10 t e *** - If concentration of testosterone 
NCAA is trying to safeguard itself to avoid any problems in the to epitestosterone in urine e xceeds 
future." 6 :1 ratio 
NCAA officials said athletes will be given advanced warning to Source: NCAA 




Greetings Columbia sports fans, and we l-
come to On the Baseline, a new weekly column 
brought to you by yours truly, Ryan J. 
Saunders, Co-Sports Editor of a litt le rag I like 
to call the Columbia Chron icle. Some of you 
may remember me from my previous column, 
SLAPS HOTS!, which though dead, still lives 
on in hearts, minds and ColumbiaChronicle.com 
archi ves everywhere. 
Why On the Baseline you ask? 
Metaphorically speaking, it's from the basel ine 
where you have a view of the whole court. 
Where you have the strongest defense against 
your opponent, and where you can unload on 
your foe with absolute brute force. But also 
because I've dreamt of having a sports column 
called On the Baseline ever since "Hooked on 
Phonics" started working for me. I was 12. 
So, I woke up the other day and turned on the 
telly, unplugged the phone, grabbed my room-
mate's chips, my other roommate's whiskey, 
locked the door so my girl couldn't bother me, 
and tossed a bucket in the corner for ... 
urn ... urinary reasons. In other words, I was 
ready for some serious baseball playoff action. 
After un-autoprogramming mundane chan-
nels like Lifetime, E! and CAN-19 from my tel-
evision, I flipped rapidly between the remaining 
sports networks and didn't see any New York 
Yankees. A Clemens-less Fox SportsNet. 
ESPN sans Jeter. No Bernies-Williams or 
Mac-on Fox. "S Club 7" was back on ABC 
Family, but had the network decided to co:ttin-
ue MLB coverage into the Championship 
Series games, it would have been without 
Posada, Giambi or Soriano. Could this be 
right? 
I felt lightheaded and giddy as my head 
snapped right to my Sports Illustrated Swimsuit 
calendar. Daniela Pestova verified with a 
seductive scowl that it was indeed October. 
The Giants. Of course. Cardinals. Sure. 
Twins. Well, they deserve it. But the Anaheim 
Angels instead of the Yankees? A Joey 
Lawrence-sized "WHOA!" 
I can't even remember the last time the 
Yankees (who put the nasty in dynasty) didn't 
survive past the regular season. 1993? That 
was my freshman year of high school. I was 
14. And don't forget, Bostonians and any other 
Yank-haters out there, have had to endure the 
previous four-nearly predictable--Series with 
the beefY bankrolled Bronx Bombers since 
1998. I didn 't even watch the "Subway 
Series" of 2000. As refreshing as it was, the 
D-Backs' win last year over the Yankees could 
only have been better if it had been against the 
small market A's who couldn't stop the pin-
striped ones from clinching the ALCS in 2000 
or 200 1. 
It's about time. Variety, they say, is the spice 
of life. And even though I was seen around 
campus last week in a San Francisco Giants 
cap-the motive only to boil my Co-Editor 
Dustin's Dodger Blue blood- this is the fi rst 
year in over a decade that I've found myself 
rooting for virtually all four contenders. I 
think this is baseball's most interesting, unpre-
dictable and emotionally charged postseason 
since either 1989, or the homer-fueled October 
nights of 1998. 
St. Louis wants to make it happen as a last-
ing tribute to Darryl Kile and Jack Buck. The 
Giants have yet to win a World Series in the 
City by the Bay. The Twins have already 
proven to the world and MLB commiss ioner 
Bud Sel ig that they can't be knocked off, but 
winning the Fall Classic would only sweeten 
the sentiment. And should the Disney-owned 
Anaheim Angels go all the way, it would be 
their first championship and the perfect story-
book ending to a fairytale season. I wish they 
could all win. 
The strike in 1994, the talk of a strike this 
year, and the annual success of the Yanks 
almost completely soured my-and others', 
I'm sure-taste for the game. I thank the 2002 
Anaheim Angels for bringing us back. 
Next Week: The International Skating 
Union 's anempt to legit imatize figure skating. 
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Cards prevail despite tragic season 
0 The losses of pitcher Darryl Kile and long-time announcer Jack Buck inspire playoff run 
By Dustin Klass 
Sports Editor 
This baseball season has been a roller 
coaster ride to say the least. The small-
market Minnesota Twins. the underdog 
San Francisco Giants and the surprising 
Anaheim Angels have all made it to the 
League Championship Series in their 
respective leagues. However. the best 
story could be the determined St. Louis 
Cardinals. 
Regardless of how well the Cardinals 
do in the postseason, they have to be 
proud of themselves for overcoming the 
two tragedies that plagued the team ear-
lier in the season. The deaths of Hall of 
Fame announcer Jack Buck and pitcher 
Darryl Kile took place within two weeks 
of each other in June. 
Buck. the legendary voice of the 
Cardinals for 43 years. died at age 77 on 
June 18 while the team was at home 
playing the Anaheim Angels. The 
Cardinals were in Chicago to play the 
Cubs on Saturday. June 22 when Kile. 
33. passed away in his sleep in his hotel 
room. The game was cancelled that day. 
but the two teams squared off in an emo-
ttonal Sunday night game that same 
weekend. 
After facing adversity. the Cardinals 
were able to stay on top of the National 
League Central Div ision. Although they 
suffered a seven-game los ing streak in 
late July and into early August and 
almost surrendered their first-place spot 
to the Houston Astros. St. Louis was 
able to hang on and finish the season 
with a 97-65 record . 
Cardinals Manager Tony La Russa 
said that it was not always easy for the 
team to keep their heads up. 
"Our guys had to search for new ways 
to get themselves ready," La Russa said. 
"After we lost Darryl. there were a lot of 
days where they probably didn't feel like 
playing. It 's tough to play with a hole in 
your hean. when you're sad as hell. 
These guys helped each other out. And 
as a result, this club is like glue. There 
isn 't anything someone could do to us. 
or we could do to ourselves. that would 
break us a pan." 
Players from opposing teams have 
respected the courdge and determination 
of the Cardinals. 
'They· ve got a bunch of rea II y good 
guys over there:· said Houston catcher 
Brad Au•mus told the St. Loui• Po•t 
Di•patch after being eliminated from the 
postsea..on last month. 'The kind of peo-
ple everybody in baseball re,pcct\, and 
they have been through a lo t." 
Although the Cardinal' arc the Cuh\ · 
hJ ggc\t rival. Cub' fan' a\ well '" ha,c-
Reuters Photo/Jon Topping AP Photo/Diane L Wilson 
Clockwise Lett: Edgar Renteria celebrates his winning run In Game 2 against the Arizona Diamondbacks; The late Jack Buck was the 
voice of the Cardinals for 43 years; The Cardinals celebrate their NLDS victory with late teammate Darryl Klle's jersey. 
ball fans everywhere must admire the 
accomplishments of a team that has gone 
through ' uch an up and down season. 
That docs not mean that everyone has to 
root for them to win the World Series. 
hut it would he a happy ending to what 
ha' been a rough season. 
After winning the NL Central the 
Cardinal ' 'wept the National League 
Divi,ion Seric' against the World 
Champion Arizona Diamondbacks . 
True. the D-Backs did have some key 
injuries. but St. Louis still beat Randy 
Johnson and Curt Schilling. 
During that series. a despicable 
Phoenix radio di sc jockey made an on-
a ir prank ca ll to Kile's widow Flynn to 
ask her if she had a date for game two. 
which was held at Bank One Ballpark. 
The inc ident angered fans. the Cardinals. 
fans and major league baseball- and 
embarrassed the station enough to fire 
the DJ. 
The St. Louis Cardinals are a prime 
example of team play. There is no play-
er bigger than the team. and its perform-
ance on and off the field is evidence of 
that. The organization lost two parts of 
their family when Buck and Kile passed 
away. They played with a lot of deter-
mination all season long, and would love 
to win a World Series title for their 
departed friends. 
Debate continues on performance-enhancing supplements 
0 Northwestern football player's death leads NCAA to re-evaluate the use of nutritional aids 
By Johnathan Kane 
The Post 
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IICW C\ 1 t tiiH .• c ru lur NCAA ull ic ta l\ . 
W1t h tii :Hi y a llahuiJt pc rl n JJ!I :uu .. c 
•; t lh; IIH .. IIIi ' •, 1J h \ l flll l.:C \ :dn·ad y d n ' IIICtl 
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tJ,. t,;, tc lw twn·11 w h :tl 1t. :111 au,·pt:Jhlr 
IJI IIJJIJIIJI;I J JW riiJJ/11:1111 I' t' llliilll< Ill )' \ ll h 
\ l:uu . .:c and what ' ' t:Oil\ Jdcrcd a han11cd 
ll lllntic~rtal . pcrf'c•nll:tlll.:c-c tlh:trtl.:i rag "itlh-
\ lan<.:c ' ' now the j,,uc of focu, , 
A' a whole. lhc NCAA doc\ not ' tri.:t 
ly r c~ ulatc nulrilronal ' upplcmcJrh. 
( 'c r t am IIIVICdJelll \ l 'notauu:d m nu tn 
IJCIIJ:tl \ Uh\tancc' art· h:umcd hy the 
:-<<'I\ I\ .11rrl c:111 he hou)!ht o ver I he <.:ntllrl 
c r. l·.plu.:clra and guarana •. :au hl· found 111 
l<rppnl Fuel aut! I J iliJr~ate ()range ami 
c.. :111 h1..· hcHIJ' hl :II III<III Y /llllliiiUII .., lOll' "'· 
h111 "" ' h:urm·tl hy thr· N( '/\A . 
t )(" " '-; Jal c l l ~r r vcr, lly head phy'"'JaJt 
:11111 Nl'l. Adv"'' ' u n Anahoht· SI<'IUJd' 
l)r ICJitll l .c1111h:udn ' aul lht'll' ''a lin~ 
hctwccn ephedrine (ephedra) and fatal 
heart rhythm d iflkull ic,. thcnnu-rcgula-
tory probl em~. ~ t rokl·~ and sc i1trrcs. 
Al.'nudi ng to a 2.001 ... urvey l'OIHhll' ll'd 
hy Jhc N< ' AA. alnu»t 1>0 pc1n·nt .. r n>l-
lq.:c a thklc.., ... aul lhey u ... cd nut ritional 
'"PPil'ml·rtt' that rrught lr:rvl' l·ont:rml·d a 
hanru..·d ... utht:tlll'l' . The u.;;c rangl'd from 
l.'phcdnrrc k phl·tlr a ) lo anaholil' ~t croids 
and :rnrph<'laJnJJI<'' · ( )f th<>S<' athlct<'S, 15 
pl'ru·nl rt•ptuh·d n·rciv rrr!.! lhl' llt fnun u 
team dor hll' o r alhh-ltl' traine r. 
Ohio ll nr V<' I'J ty a" J' tanl athlctil' tmin-
,., SetHI ( i:udrH'I ... uul IIH· hi g~co;;t ,~·an· 
wr lh q>h<'drrJI<' "th<' unpn·dJ<'Iahk "'~ it 
has on the heart . 
"Tiw primary reason ephedm-bnsed 
pmduus arc harmed is hccnuse of the 
l'ITccts on the hca11 mtc." Gnrdncr snid. 
"Yuu don ' t want the hcnrt hcing stressed 
any mon: than it has to while participat-
ing umkr strenuous <:onditions." 
Nurtl\\wstcrn fonthall player Rashidi 
Wlwclcr 's fata l l'<>llapsc in August of 
201ll dn·w atten tion h> <>Ire ephedra-
based pwdu,·t l..nuwn as Ultimate 
Orung<' . In a sh>ry rqllwtt•d hy thl' Los 
Angcks Timl'S. Wh,•c kr supposedly 
See Supplements, page 31 
